
  

TESTIMONY OF 
THE DEPARTMENT OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL 
THIRTY-FIRST LEGISLATURE, 2022 
 
 

ON THE FOLLOWING MEASURE: 
H.B. NO. 1571, H.D. 1, RELATING TO COVID-19 VACCINATION STATUS. 
 
BEFORE THE: 
HOUSE COMMITTEE ON JUDICIARY AND HAWAIIAN AFFAIRS                          
 
DATE: Thursday, February 10, 2022 TIME:  2:00 p.m. 

LOCATION: State Capitol, Room 325, Via Videoconference     

TESTIFIER(S): Holly T. Shikada, Attorney General, or  
  Kory W. Young, Deputy Attorney General       
 
 
Chair Nakashima and Members of the Committee:

The Department of the Attorney General (Department) appreciates the intent of 

the bill and provides the following comments.  

 The purpose of the bill is to make it a civil violation to distribute, sell, 

manufacture, falsify, alter, purchase, or use falsified COVID-19 vaccination verification 

documents, as well as to misrepresent a person's COVID-19 vaccination status. 

 The Department recommends that, instead of requiring the establishment of a 

separate civil enforcement entity, the bill be amended to make these civil violations into 

criminal offenses.  This amendment would then allow for the prosecution of these 

offenses in criminal court, as is already the case with the existing falsified COVID-19 

vaccination verification cases. 

As the State has attempted to use vaccinations to combat the spread of COVID-

19 and its variants and mitigate the damage caused by the viruses, the need for reliable 

vaccination information has become clear.  Unfortunately, as our reliance upon 

vaccination verification documents has grown, so has the manufacture and use of 

falsified vaccination verification documents.  The Governor's Emergency Proclamations 

related to COVID-19 have addressed this growing problem, by making it a 

misdemeanor offense to upload, provide, present, utter, or otherwise use, manufacture, 

distribute, disseminate, issue, sell, offer for sale, import, or offer to import into this State 

falsified documents relating to a person's COVID-19 vaccination status or health status. 
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 The successful criminal prosecutions of a number of falsified vaccination 

verification cases have made national news, and have helped emphasize Hawaii's 

efforts to detect, investigate, and prosecute such offenses.  Given the serious impact 

COVID-19 continues to have on all aspects of life in the State, as a matter of policy, the 

Department recommends that these cases continue to be prosecuted as criminal 

offenses.  The use or distribution of falsified documents to defeat safety measures that 

have been adopted to maintain the health of our entire community deserve to be treated 

as crimes. 

While the Emergency Proclamations have classified both the use and the 

manufacture and sale of these falsified verifications as full misdemeanor offenses, this 

bill makes these offenses civil violations, subject only to civil fines, which are set higher 

for distribution and manufacturing violations. 

 The bill makes the Department solely responsible for the enforcement of the civil 

violations.  For the Department to enforce these civil violations, it would require adopting 

administrative rules, and would incur costs of creating a separate civil investigation, 

enforcement, and hearing unit, and developing a formal hearings and appeals process.  

Even if the Department can use existing personnel to investigate, cite, and represent 

the State in the civil hearings, hearings officers and support personnel will need to be 

hired and paid, office space for the hearings staff will need to be found, and office 

equipment will need to be purchased.  Travel expenses would also need to be factored 

in for violations occurring on the various islands, both for investigators, and later for 

hearings staff.  The drafting of administrative rules governing the investigation, citation, 

hearings, and appeal process would also need to be completed before civil enforcement 

could begin.   

If this bill were amended to make these violations crimes rather than civil 

violations subject to fines, the use of falsified verification documents could be 

designated as petty-misdemeanor offenses, while the distribution and manufacturing of 

these documents could be classified as full misdemeanors, thereby preserving the bill's 

intention to treat these classes of conduct differently.  If the bill were amended to make 

these violations into criminal offenses, all state and county law enforcement agencies 
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would be able to investigate and prosecute these matters.  Depending on the 

circumstances of the offense, county police departments and prosecutors' offices, or 

other law enforcement agencies within the State may be better positioned than the 

Department of the Attorney General, to investigate and prosecute these offenders. 

On page 1, line 2, the bill states that violators must act "intentionally, knowingly, 

or negligently".  The Department recommends that the bill be amended so that violators 

acting "recklessly" would also be subject to civil penalties.  A reckless state of mind is 

more culpable than a negligent state of mind, so it would be unusual for negligent 

violators to be subject to penalties when reckless violators are not.  Page 1, line 2, could 

read as follows: 

"person to intentionally, knowingly, recklessly, or negligently:" 

The Department would also recommend that this same intent language be added 

to subsection (c) on page 1, line 13.  Subsection (c) does not indicate what state(s) of 

mind are required to violate this subsection.  Page 1, line 13, could read as follows: 

"(c)  It shall be a civil violation for any person to intentionally, knowingly, 

recklessly, or negligently:" 

 The Department of the Attorney General would be happy to assist with drafting 

wording that would address the comments and recommendations offered in our 

testimony. 

 If this Committee decides to move this bill forward, we recommend that it correct 

the defective effective date to make the bill effective upon its approval. 

Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the bill. 

 



DAVID Y. IGE 
GOVERNOR OF HAWAII 
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 Testimony COMMENTING on  H.B. 1571 H.D. 1 

RELATING TO COVID-19 VACCINATION STATUS 

REPRESENTATIVE MARK M. NAKASHIMA, CHAIR 

HOUSE COMMITTEE ON JUDICIARY AND HAWAIIAN AFFAIRS 

Hearing Date: February 10, 2022 Room Number:  325 
 

Fiscal Implications:  None for the Department of Health. 1 

Department Testimony: The Department of Health supports the intent of H.B. 1571 H.D. 1 as a 2 

deterrent to and penalty for the misrepresentation, falsification, or alteration of COVID-19 3 

vaccination records.  Hawaii residents, the visitor industry, employers, businesses such as 4 

restaurants, gyms and other venues, as well as healthcare professionals depend on accurate 5 

COVID-19 vaccination information to evaluate compliance with Federal, State, County, and 6 

organizational requirements to ensure the health and safety of themselves, co-workers, clients, 7 

customers, and patients.  False, misleading, or otherwise incorrect COVID-19 vaccination 8 

information has the potential to jeopardize public health and should not be tolerated.  9 

The Department of Health defers to the Department of the Attorney General for enforcement of 10 

HB1571 HD1. 11 

Thank you for the opportunity to testify. 12 
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Dear Chair Nakashima and Members of the Committee: 
 
 Thank you for this opportunity to provide testimony in opposition to HB 1571, 
HD1, regarding cards falsely reflecting COVID-19 Vaccination Status.  My testimony 
is submitted in my individual capacity as a Member of the Kaua‘i County Council. 
 
 While the intention of the bill to stop the fraudulent presentation of a person’s 
vaccination status has some merit, it furthers a medical presumption of the vaccines 
stopping viral transmission.  Twenty-two months into our emergency pandemic 
policies, we need to lay this inaccuracy to rest. 
 

It is clear in February 2022 that the COVID-19 vaccine program, at best, is 
said to reduce symptoms and the severity of the viral infection.  It has become evident 
with the Delta variant and more so with the Omicron variant that the vaccine does 
not prevent contraction, infection, or transmission of the virus in Hawai‘i, nationally, 
or globally. The most fully vaccinated regions, businesses, etc. have some of the 
highest case counts per capita. There is minimal moral authority to discriminate 
against citizens’ abilities to function in life based on their vaccination status.  
 

The vaccination card requirements coerce citizens to choose an experimental 
medical procedure against their core instincts toward self-preservation through 
leverage against employment, travel, access to some food provisions and many life 
privileges. Coercion is the crime that needs to stop.  It is more significant than the 
fraudulent behavior it inspires.  In 2022, we need to move towards medical freedom, 
encourage early therapeutic care, and restore basic human rights to our population 
as are many countries and many states.  History will not view our choices kindly if 
we continue forcing a medical therapy that has demonstrated numerous adverse 
health reactions and do not take corrective action.  Removing the requirements to 
show vaccine cards will stop the fraudulent behavior that is the focus of HB 1571, 
HD1.  That is the best method to address this problematic behavior. 
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Thank you for your consideration of my perspective that is in the political 

direction we need to shift in order to retain Hawai‘i’s faith in the government and 
public health policy. 

 
Thank you again for this opportunity to provide testimony.  Should you have 

any questions, please feel free to contact me or Council Services Staff 
at (808) 241-4188 or via E-mail to cokcouncil@kauai.gov. 
 
      Sincerely,  
 
 
 
      FELICIA COWDEN 
      Councilmember, Kaua‘i County Council 
 
AMK:ss 
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RE:  HOUSE BILL NO. 1571, HOUSE DRAFT 1, RELATING TO COVID-19 VACCINATION STATUS. 
 
 
Chair Nakashima, Vice Chair Matayoshi, and Members of the Committee: 
 
 The Hawaii Primary Care Association (HPCA) is a 501(c)(3) organization established to advocate 
for, expand access to, and sustain high quality care through the statewide network of Community Health 
Centers throughout the State of Hawaii.  The HPCA SUPPORTS THE INTENT of House Bill No. 1571, 
RELATING TO COVID-19 VACCINATION STATUS., and raises a minor concern. 
 
 By way of background, the HPCA represents Hawaii's Federally Qualified Health Centers (FQHCs).  
FQHCs provide desperately needed medical services at the frontlines to over 160,000 patients each year 
who live in rural and underserved communities.  Long considered champions for creating a more 
sustainable, integrated, and wellness-oriented system of health, FQHCs provide a more efficient, more 
effective and more comprehensive system of healthcare. 
 
 This bill, as received by your Committee, would promote COVID-19 vaccinations throughout the 
State by establishing civil penalties for persons who: intentionally, knowingly, or negligently 
misrepresent their vaccination status;  falsify, alter, or purchase a COVID-19 vaccination card;  or uses a 
falsified or altered COVID-19 vaccination card. 
 
 The bill would also take effect on July 1, 2050, and sunset on June 30, 2023. 
 
 No event nor circumstance in recent memory has placed such enormous demands on Hawaii's 
health care infrastructure than the COVID-19 pandemic.  Never before had our Nation (or the entire 
world for that matter) had to mobilize resources to vaccinate the entire population in such a short time 
while millions of our friends and family members were sick or in many cases, dying.  Health workers have 
had to risk their personal wellbeing on a daily basis to meet the needs of the ill.  Cases of infection would 
spike placing enormous pressure on Hawaii's limited capacity of hospital beds, emergency rooms, and 
primary care facilities. 
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 Through it all, vaccinations have proven to be effective in combatting COVID-19.  To incentivize 
vaccinations, the State and its counties have utilized their Emergency Powers to restrict the public's 
access to government buildings and various public accommodations unless the individual can show proof 
of the individual's vaccination status.  This has led some in our community to misrepresent their COVID-
19 vaccination status to access various places and services at great risk to themselves and to the law-
abiding citizens who are following these edicts.   
 
 In addition, the need for vaccination cards has seemingly led some individuals to alter their 
vaccination cards, or make or purchase false cards to get around these requirements.  From our vantage, 
these actions pose a serious threat to the health and welfare of our community. 
 
 While the HPCA wholeheartedly supports this public policy, we do raise concern on the term 
"negligently".  Because so many of our citizens have been and continue to be vaccinated, health care 
professionals in both the public and private sectors have been involved with the vaccination effort.  As 
far as the actual affixing of the information onto the vaccination card, there may be instances where this 
is performed by administrative staff rather than the health care professional.  Because of the sheer 
number of vaccinations that are performed, errors made in good faith might occur (i.e., a date is listed 
incorrectly, a sticker may be affixed at the wrong part of the card or might not be affixed securely, etc.).  
Because simple negligence could be construed as the failure of the health care staff to ensure that the 
card is in "perfect" order, we are concerned that health care professionals may be subject to civil 
penalties for mistakes made in good faith. 
 
 Although we understand that the Governor's Emergency Declaration provides certain immunity 
to health care workers in the course of providing services related to the pandemic, the bill, as it is 
presently drafted, could conceivably extend personal liability to health care workers and staff who are 
working under extreme circumstances.  Consideration should be given to absolve these workers for 
errors that were never intended. 
 
 Accordingly, if you agree that this language might create this kind of situation, this Committee 
may want to consider adding language that would provide immunity for good faith actions by health 
care staff in the production of the official vaccination card. 
 
 With that suggestion, the HPCA wholeheartedly supports this bill. 
 
 Thank you for the opportunity to testify.  Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate 
to contact Public Affairs and Policy Director Erik K. Abe at 536-8442, or eabe@hawaiipca.net. 
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Requested 

Brett Kulbis 
Honolulu County 

Republican Party 
Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

Honolulu County Republican Party STRONGLY OPPOSE HB-1571. 

The U.S. Supreme Court has ruled vaccine mandates unconstitutional. This is essentially a 

mandate by another way. 

This is nothing more than a feel good bill. Once the COVID pandemic is over and it becomes no 

different than the common cold. This bill will be obsolete. 

If passed who is going to enforce it, a waiter at the Cheesecake Factory, Matre d’ at Morton’s, 

ticket takers at public parks, or theaters. 

Additionally, it is hypocritical that Representatives Ganaden, Lopresti, Marten, Sayama, 

Takayama, Tam and Wildberger would support this blatant disregard for someone's personal 

right to choose. When they accept donations from Planned Parenthood to champion a women’s 

right to choose. 
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hicimmunizehawaii@gmail.com 
Hawaii Immunization 

Coalition 
Support No 

 

 

Comments:  

Chair, Vice Chair and committee members, thank you for this opportunity to provide testimony 

on HB1571 HD1, relating to the providing accurate covid 19 records and penalizing those who 

work to undermine public health in Hawaii by falsifying vaccination records. 

The Hawaii Immunization Coalition strongly supports this bill. 

The Hawaii Immunization Coalition supports this measure and supports vaccination against 

covid 19 in order to maintain strong public health levels. As a community, we must ensure the 

health and safety of all persons in Hawaii whether staff, workers, clients, customers or patients. 

False, misleading, or otherwise or incorrect COVID-19 vaccination information will potentially 

jeopardize public health in Hawaii. 

The Hawaii Immunization Coalition (HIC) is a statewide, community-based non-profit 501(c) 3 

coalition of public and private organizations and concerned individuals whose mission is to 

promote effective strategies to ensure that all Hawaii’s families are appropriately vaccinated 

against vaccine-preventable diseases. Focus: Immunizations across the lifespan. 

 

Thank you for the opportunity to provide testimony. 
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Nathan Patry Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

I steadfastly oppose this bill. This is the United States of America which is beholden to the 

Constitution and laws! The government is overstepping their boundaries to our constitutional 

rights and freedoms and it must stop immediately. This bill would violate personal privacy and 

HIPPA law.  Furthermore this is a disgrace to the sacrifices and service of my family members 

and all past and current members of the armed services.  The mere suggestion of this 

bill dishonors the millions who’ve fought and died for our freedoms!!  Private medical 

information is just that - PRIVATE. I ask this legislative body to start upholding your oath to 

defend and support the constitution and end this tyranny against the people and against our 

foundation of laws. The Hawaii legislature has abdicated its duty as lawmakers, and defenders of 

people's rights and the seperation of powers for the last two years and this is what you come up 

with?!  Embarrassing to say the least... 

Respectfully, 

Nathan C Patry 

Lahaina, HI 
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Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Tina Lia Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

Please reverse course on this totalitarian agenda immediately. Medical decisions are private. It is 

illegal, unethical, and completely unacceptable to have the government attempting to dictate the 

very personal choice of whether or not to inject any substance into our bodies, particlulary one 

that is still in an experimental phase and has been shown to be unsafe and ineffective. History 

will not look back with favor on the decision makers who pushed for these coercive and 

discriminatory dictates. Truth, science, and the laws of this land do not support the destructive 

thinking that has led our state down a dark path of segregation and tyranny. Research informed 

consent and the Nuremberg Code. Vote NO on this terrible bill. 
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Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Gerard Silva Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

The Suprem Court has all ready Shot this down it is Ellegle and Uncostitutional.If you proced 

with this you will be charged with Crimes against Humanity witch carrys the Death sentence and 

we the people will demand the Death Sentence. The Nurenberg trails have all ready Started all of 

you will be Charged no one will Be Able to GET AWAY!!  This is not a Comunist Government 

this The United States of America the Republic. You should LOOK this up you job depense on 

it!! 
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Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Debbie Wyand Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

My husband and  l, along with many members of my community  oppose this bill because it 

should not even be introduced. 

I agree with the following explanation completely:  in addition you must all know acividbis over 

in the rest of the USA. Hawaii seems to have a political agenda and not based on any science 

except tyrannical emergency powers.. We need to reopen Noam with NO restrictions. States with 

no restrictions have fared better than Hawaii and they have not destroyed their economy and 

forced local people into poverty and  resulted in many people moving to free states. Small 

businesses are being destroyed. after two years, it is obvious that the measures forced illegally in 

the people of a Hawaii have NOT WORKED. Case I. Point, Maui Mayor Victorino double vaxed 

and boosted and wearing a mask that has no use, AND and still caught COVID, could spread it 

and he got sick.  No need for continued illegal mandates and laws.  Please spend time on 

working on issues for helping the people of ahawaiil. Not harming them.  

 

This relentless push by government and “big pharma” to force people to inject the experimental 

compound called a “covid vaccine” needs to STOP NOW. 

The compound called the “covid vaccine” was invented for the ORIGINAL covid which has 

mutated numerous times. It has outlived its usefulness, if it every had any in the first place. It 

does NOT stop the spread, and at best, only reduces the symptoms of those who were injected 

with it. 

With well over one million adverse reactions and 22,000 deaths reported in the United States 

alone, it’s TRAGICALLY and HORRIBLY OBVIOUS that they are NOT SAFE OR 

EFFECTIVE! 

The constant demonizing and discrimination against those who choose not to risk their lives with 

these compounds needs to stop as well. The fact that the “vaccine” does not work is not the fault 

of those who did not take it. That argument is RIDICULOUS. 

You officials who SWORE an oath to uphold the Constitution of the United States, were elected 

to SERVE and protect your constituents. You were NOT elected to participate in this charade of 

constantly trying to force people to inject substances in their bodies while reciting your mantra of 

how they’re so safe and effective, how they’re our best chance at stopping the spread and how 

everyone needs to just shut up and “get vaccinated!” These so-called vaccines can harm or kill 

us, with no one to hold liable, and don’t even stop the virus they were supposed to stop! 

You SHOULD be working on behalf of your constituents to provide early, effective treatments, 

educate about the many preventative measures other than to just “get vaccinated!”. We the 

people deserve a better product than the dangerous and useless “vaccine” you keep trying to 



force. 

Therefore, we do NOT need vaccine cards, nor do we need laws making it a crime to possess a 

falsified one. This so called “safe travels” forced phenomena of spreading around private 

medical information is just wrong and illegal. It is also becoming dangerously more 

commonplace, with everyone thinking it’s okay to just ask for private information, and forpeople 

to just supply it. In my industry, we are being asked for people’s private medical information and 

they do not even know about it! 

We also are very shocked at those representatives who are participating in introducing this bill 

and any others like it, rather than focusing on the other HUGE issues in our communities such as 

the constant crime, release of criminals, traffic hazards, inflation costs and housing needs. 

We oppose this bill and request you withdraw it, and do not support it or any others like it 
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Julia M. Yano Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

I strongly oppose this bill. The Covid vaccine should not be on the agenda. The government is 

overstepping their boundaries to our constitutional rights and freedoms. 

This Bill would violate personal privacy and HIPAA law. 

The government should never tell people what to do with their bodies or force them to show 

private medical paperwork of any kind. That has always been private information and subject to 

the persons constitutional freedom of choice. 

I ask this legislative body to start upholding your oath to defend and support the constitution and 

end this tyranny against the people.  

Additionally, this vaccine 

does not make the person immune from getting or dying from the Covid but instead puts them at 

risk for vaccine injuries, with which Pharma has ZERO liability. 

Thank you for listening to my viewpoint. 
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Submitted on: 2/7/2022 11:59:13 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Lisa Kerman Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

I am absolutely opposed to HB1571. This Bill is unlawful and unconstitutional and this insanity 

has got to end! 
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Submitted on: 2/8/2022 10:16:24 AM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

janelle ragusa Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

Vaccine cards themselves are discriminatory against medical and religous rights. We the people 

have NOT voted for any of this. Your oath is to uphold our bill of rights and support us and our 

views. NOBODY wants to partake in the tyrannical vax pass. 
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Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Michdelle Melendez Individual Oppose Yes 

 

 

Comments:  

I absolutely OPPOSE this bill. The Covid vaccine should not even be on the agenda! This is 

United States of America not a communist country!  

On January 13, 2022, The US Supreme Court ruled against mandatory vaccines for businesses 

with over 100 employees.  

Justice Clarence Thomas wrote “in dissent that the case was about whether the 

administration has the authority to force people, by coercion, to undergo a medical 

procedure they do not want and cannot undo.”  

This government body is overstepping its boundaries and disregarding people’s constitutional 

rights and freedoms and it must stop immediately! 

You are violating personal privacy and HIPAA law and dishonoring the millions who’ve fought 

and died for our freedoms!! 

The government is NOT above God who promises Free Will! The government should never tell 

people what to do with their bodies or force them to show private medical paperwork of any 

kind. That has always been private information and subject to the persons constitutional freedom 

of choice. 

I ask this legislative body to start upholding your oath to defend and support the constitution and 

end this tyranny against the people.  

To top it all off the vaccine DOES NOT make the person immune from getting or dying from 

Covid but instead puts them at risk for vaccine injuries which Big Pharma has ZERO liability 

for!!!  

If this government cares about people, START A “BOOST YOUR IMMUNE SYSTEM” 

CAMPAIGN!  

Why has our human immune system been disregarded?  

Instead this government body is promoting and trying to mandate a man-made synthetic 

injection with NO long-term studies! This MUST END HERE!  
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Submitted on: 2/8/2022 7:52:57 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Donna Dufault Individual Oppose Yes 

 

 

Comments:  

I oppose HB1571. The covid vaccine should not even be on the agenda!   

On January 13, 2022, the US Supreme Court ruled against mandatory vaccines for businesses 

with over 100 employees.  

This goverment body is overstepping its boundaries and disregarding human's constitutional rihts 

and freedoms.  It MUST STOP immediately! 

You are violating personal privacy and HIPAA law.  God granted us free will, and 

no government has the right to tell us what to do with our body or force us to show private 

medical paperwork of any kind. 

We are still in the United States, not a communist country.  You are dishonoring the millions 

who've fought and died for our freedoms, including my father, brother, cousins, uncles, 

grandfathers, etc. Will you stand by and let their service to our country be in vain? 

The "vaccine" does not make a person immune from getting or dying from covid. Instead it puts 

people who accept the vaccine into their body at risk for injuries or death, AND Big Pharma has 

no liability!!   

Money and energy would be better spent on a "Boost Your Immune System" campaign!  

Each of you, as representatives OF THE PEOPLE, is trying to mandate a man-made injection 

with NO long-term studies.  What are you thinking?  This MUST end Now! 

Remember the oath you took, it's your kuleana to be pono by caring for the people. Stop this 

nonsense and oppose HB1571 now! 

Sent with Aloha 
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Submitted on: 2/8/2022 8:03:12 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Brittany Farmer My Family Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

I oppose any measures related to Illegal vaccine mandates. These mandates are Rediculous, there 

is no emergency related to a Pandemic other than our own Governments incredible overreach of 

power. This vaccine is experimental and the people are so brainwashed with Fear that they don't 

even know what they are allowing pharmaceutical companies that profit off of their compliance 

to inject into their amazing bodies. Each individual is a Soveriegn being and must always have 

authority over their own bodies. Scrap this bill and all others related to the illegal overreach and 

attempt to profit by our Government and Pharmaceutical companies. 
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Submitted on: 2/8/2022 8:05:54 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

juhl rayne Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

the covid V should NOT be on any agenda... we are FREE HUMAN BEINGS.... free will 

children of GOD, the gov is OVERSTEPPING its boundries and taking away our rights 

(basically all of the bill of rights). the govt cannot take away my god given rights. if our "health" 

is so important to the govt why is there no talk of exercise, healthy organic foods, vitamins, 

minerals? that is what makes us healthy!  OPPOSE HB1571 

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/8/2022 8:16:23 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Bonnie Marsh Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

I strongly oppose this proposed law concerning vaccination cards.  This is clearly a violation of 

the HIPPA rules and regulations.  I also oppose the use and coertion for the need for vaccination 

cards for any Hawaiian citizen.  Especially for folks who have natural immunity after having 

COVID-19.  Please protect our constitutional rights to chose what we inject into our bodies. 

  

Mahalo Nui' 

Dr. Bonnie Marsh 

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/8/2022 8:17:38 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

james Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

I oppose HB1571.Mandatory vaccination is pure communism.I know it's hard not to accept 

money or bribes who's pushing vax but We The People will fight even if you pass it because 

most of the politians got Paid or just plain Corrupt.Please open up capitol so we can see you face 

to face to do testimony.Or exempt us from paying taxes if We The People cannot go in OUR 

capitol!!!!NO VAX MANDATES PERIOD!!!!!! 

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/8/2022 8:19:12 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

gretchen Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

I strongly oppose this bill. Please oppose. Thank you.  

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/8/2022 8:26:19 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Daniel Waeger Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

I absolutely oppose this bill! As a United States Air Force veteran, I served this country so that 

people could remain free. This is not a Communist Country. This violation of of our God given 

civil liberty should not be considered.  

I voluntarily took an oath to defend and support the Constitution of The United States of 

America. I served the people of this country with honor and duty. I believe that this legislative 

body MUST uphold their oath. Stop this tyranny.  

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/8/2022 8:26:52 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Ru Carley Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

I absolutely OPPOSE this bill. The Covid vaccine should not even be on the agenda! This is 

United States of America not a communist country!  

On January 13, 2022, The US Supreme Court ruled against mandatory vaccines for businesses 

with over 100 employees.  

Justice Clarence Thomas wrote “in dissent that the case was about whether the administration 

has the authority to force people, by coercion, to undergo a medical procedure they do not want 

and cannot undo.”  

This government body is overstepping its boundaries and disregarding people’s constitutional 

rights and freedoms and it must stop immediately! 

You are violating personal privacy and HIPAA law and dishonoring the millions who’ve fought 

and died for our freedoms!! 

The government is NOT above God who promises Free Will! The government should never tell 

people what to do with their bodies or force them to show private medical paperwork of any 

kind. That has always been private information and subject to the persons constitutional freedom 

of choice. 

I ask this legislative body to start upholding your oath to defend and support the constitution and 

end this tyranny against the people.  

To top it all off the vaccine DOES NOT make the person immune from getting or dying from 

Covid but instead puts them at risk for vaccine injuries which Big Pharma has ZERO liability 

for!!!  

If this government cares about people, START A “BOOST YOUR IMMUNE SYSTEM” 

CAMPAIGN!  

Why has our human immune system been disregarded?  

Instead this government body is promoting and trying to mandate a man-made synthetic 

injection with NO long-term studies! This MUST END HERE!  



 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/8/2022 8:32:50 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Cheyenne  Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

I oppose this bill, it goes against my HIPAA privacy rights which is a LAW! All covid related 

"mandates" do not surpass a "LAW" . This is illegal and invasion of our private medical 

information!  

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/8/2022 8:45:43 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Alisen Celestyne Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

I am OPPOSED to this bill because vaccines should not even be on the agenda. 

We as humans have a right to decide how to take care of our body's health. 

 

On January 13, 2022, The US Supreme Court ruled 

against mandatory vaccines for businesses with over 100 employees.  

Justice Clarence Thomas wrote “in dissent that the case was about whether the administration 

has the authority to force people, by coercion, to undergo a medical procedure they do not want 

and cannot undo.”  

This government body is overstepping its boundaries 

and disregarding people’s constitutional rights and freedoms and it must stop immediately! 

You are violating personal privacy and HIPAA law and 

dishonoring the millions who’ve fought and died for our freedoms!! 

On top of that, the vaccine DOES NOT make the 

person immune from getting or dying from Covid but instead puts them at risk for vaccine 

injuries which Big Pharma has ZERO liability for!!! 

Please remove this bill form the agenda.  

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/8/2022 8:53:34 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

francis spalluto Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

I absolutely OPPOSE this bill. The Covid vaccine should not even be on the agenda! This is 

United States of America not a communist country!  

This government body is overstepping its boundaries and disregarding people’s constitutional 

rights and freedoms and it must stop immediately! 

You are violating personal privacy and HIPAA law and dishonoring the millions who’ve fought 

and died for our freedoms!! 

 government should never tell people what to do with their bodies or force them to show private 

medical paperwork of any kind. That has always been private information and subject to the 

persons constitutional freedom of choice. 

I ask this legislative body to start upholding your oath to defend and support the constitution and 

end this tyranny against the people.  

To top it all off the vaccine DOES NOT make the person immune from getting or dying from 

Covid but instead puts them at risk for vaccine injuries which Big Pharma has ZERO liability 

for!!!  

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/8/2022 9:23:09 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

CARLA SUE JENKINS Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

I absolutely OPPOSE this bill. The Covid vaccine should not even be on the agenda! This is 

United States of America not a communist country!  

On January 13, 2022, The US Supreme Court ruled against mandatory vaccines for businesses 

with over 100 employees.  

Justice Clarence Thomas wrote “in dissent that the case was about whether the administration 

has the authority to force people, by coercion, to undergo a medical procedure they do not want 

and cannot undo.”  

This government body is overstepping its boundaries and disregarding people’s constitutional 

rights and freedoms and it must stop immediately! 

You are violating personal privacy and HIPAA law and dishonoring the millions who’ve fought 

and died for our freedoms!! 

The government is NOT above God who promises Free Will! The government should never tell 

people what to do with their bodies or force them to show private medical paperwork of any 

kind. That has always been private information and subject to the persons constitutional freedom 

of choice. 

I ask this legislative body to start upholding your oath to defend and support the constitution and 

end this tyranny against the people.  

To top it all off the vaccine DOES NOT make the person immune from getting or dying from 

Covid but instead puts them at risk for vaccine injuries which Big Pharma has ZERO liability 

for!!!  

If this government cares about people, START A “BOOST YOUR IMMUNE SYSTEM” 

CAMPAIGN!  

Why has our human immune system been disregarded?  

Instead this government body is promoting and trying to mandate a man-made synthetic 

injection with NO long-term studies! This MUST END HERE!  



 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/8/2022 9:42:34 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

jeanne wheeler Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

This bill is basically an anachronism now that many countries & other states are moving to drop 

covid-related mandates - let's come to our senses & look to fortify our bodies with healthy food! 

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/8/2022 9:58:39 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Jesika H. Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

This Bill should not be on the agenda period. Showing proof of the covid vaccine or any other 

type of medical documents in order to participate in an activity etc. violates HIPAA and the 

Constitution. I oppose this Bill.  

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/8/2022 10:13:12 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Dr. Thomas A. Loudat Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

Isn't this bill unnecessary at this stage of the Covid pandemic given there is no difference 

between those jabbed and those unjabbed given they both can get infected and transmit the 

virus.  This being the case what is the point of a card anyway disignatiing jabbed statur given it 

causes an unnecsesary burden on Hawaii citizens and  divides society on grounds lacking any 

scientific or empirical grounds when more than ever we need cohesion. High time Hawaii gets 

back to being a free and open society embracing all regardless of their health or jabbed status. 

Makes sense to me if one merely follows the science and wants to promote the greatest common 

good.  

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/8/2022 10:20:55 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Donna Grabow Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

The government should not tell people what to do with their bodies, or force them to show 

medical paperwork of any kind. That has always been private information and subject to the 

persons constitutional freedom of choice. 

The vaccine DOES NOT make the person immune from getting or dying from Covid, but instead 

puts them at risk for vaccine injuries which Big Pharma has ZERO liability for. 

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/8/2022 11:14:24 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Anna Love Aloha Festival  Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

This Bill is a violation of Federal HIPPA law! It is a violation of our God given Rights and 

should never be even considered! People are awakening now and time is running out for 

this  Covid narrative... We the People are in STRONG OPPOSITION!  

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/8/2022 11:15:51 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Jessica Friedberg Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

I absolutely OPPOSE this bill. The Covid vaccine should not even be on the agenda! This is 

United States of America not a communist country!  

On January 13, 2022, The US Supreme Court ruled against mandatory vaccines for businesses 

with over 100 employees.  

Justice Clarence Thomas wrote “in dissent that the case was about whether the administration 

has the authority to force people, by coercion, to undergo a medical procedure they do not want 

and cannot undo.”  

This government body is overstepping its boundaries and disregarding people’s constitutional 

rights and freedoms and it must stop immediately! 

You are violating personal privacy and HIPAA law and dishonoring the millions who’ve fought 

and died for our freedoms!! 

The government is NOT above God who promises Free Will! The government should never tell 

people what to do with their bodies or force them to show private medical paperwork of any 

kind. That has always been private information and subject to the persons constitutional freedom 

of choice. 

I ask this legislative body to start upholding your oath to defend and support the constitution and 

end this tyranny against the people.  

To top it all off the vaccine DOES NOT make the person immune from getting or dying from 

Covid but instead puts them at risk for vaccine injuries which Big Pharma has ZERO liability 

for!!!  

If this government cares about people, START A “BOOST YOUR IMMUNE SYSTEM” 

CAMPAIGN!  

Why has our human immune system been disregarded?  

Instead this government body is promoting and trying to mandate a man-made synthetic 

injection with NO long-term studies! This MUST END HERE! 



 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 1:27:46 AM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Alice Abellanida Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

I strongly oppose this bill. It has no place being introduced in the first place.  The whole 

vaccination status is completely Unconstitutional!  This bill is tyrannical and needs to be 

stopped.  

  

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 5:30:42 AM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Sherry Jelf Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

This dangerous gene therapy (the so-called vaccine) goes completely against the Nuremberg 

Code. To get real our own immunity has been the best way to stay healthy and from my personal 

experience.  This tyranny MUST END! The government is NOT above God or the people! 

Numerous Countries have ended ALL mandates and Hawaii MUST be Next!  

You took an oath to defend the constitution and protect it against foreign and domestic threats! 

We have had a domestic threat against our freedoms for two years and it’s overdo for you to 

STAND-UP for the people!!!  

The Covid vaccine has been coerced on the people which is a violation of our human rights and 

the Nuremberg Code of 1947! Those who have been a part of this coercion will be held liable!  

According to the CDC VARES website this vaccine, which you are coercing and mandating for 

children, has killed and injured more people that ALL the FDA approved vaccines put together 

in the history of the FDA!  

This legislative branch has not only violated human rights, by not honoring your oath of office, 

but you are complicit in harassment and discrimination against the people by threatening 

businesses who honor human rights and medical freedom by allowing people to shop mask free. 

There is no science that masks work against viruses. If fact, the opposite is true! Does a diaper 

keep a baby’s elimination from smelling? Neither does a mask stop a virus!  

Big box stores like Walmart, Home Depot, Target allow people to shop mask free but your 

threats of fines have scared smaller stores into violating human rights, harassing and 

discriminating against those who honor their freedom to breath fresh air and go into their store 

without a mask!  

The government should never tell people what to do with their bodies or force them to show 

private medical paperwork of any kind. That has always been private information and subject to 

the persons constitutional freedom of choice. That is stated in the Health Insurance Portability 

and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA)  

I ask this legislative body to start upholding your oath to defend and support the constitution and 

end this tyranny against the people. STOP dishonoring the millions who’ve fought and died for 

our freedoms!  

People are not dropping dead from this virus. In fact, more people, including myself have gotten 

sick and gotten well through our own due diligence in keeping ourselves healthy which is our 

Kuleana NOT the governments!  

The vaccine and boosters do not make a person immune from getting or dying from Covid! 

Instead it puts them at risk for a vaccine injury which Big Pharma has ZERO liability for!!!  

I ask again, that this legislative branch do what the people voted you into office require you to do 

and that is to uphold your oath of office and stand-up for our constitutional freedoms and rights!  



The Governor is NOT the King of Hawaii! He has overstepped his bounds and it’s up to you to 

reign him in and remind him that he works for the people NOT communist China.  Look at the 

real science behind this fake covid plandemic for the truth and facts.  

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 5:51:54 AM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Elizabeth Diamond Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

I absolutely OPPOSE this bill. While falsifying anything is wrong this bill has a wrong 

presupposition thus it’s built on irrelevant foundation and should be made null and void. Such 

action will uphold integrity of our legislation. It’s not logical or rational to impose fines on 

unlegislated ITEM such as covid Vaccine. Stating medical condition and religious beliefs are 

voluntary  anywhere (travel, work, church, commerce) with regards  to Covid vaccine and such 

rights to privacy are by our Constitution.  

On January 13, 2022, The US Supreme Court ruled against mandatory vaccines for businesses 

with over 100 employees.  

Justice Clarence Thomas wrote “in dissent that the case was about whether the administration 

has the authority to force people, by coercion, to undergo a medical procedure they do not want 

and cannot undo.”  

This government body is overstepping its boundaries and disregarding people’s constitutional 

rights and freedoms and it must stop immediately! 

You will be guilty for violating personal privacy and HIPAA law and dishonoring the millions 

who’ve fought and died for our freedoms!! 

The government is NOT above God who promises Free Will! The government should never tell 

people what to do with their bodies or force them to show private medical paperwork of any 

kind. That has always been private information and subject to the persons constitutional freedom 

of choice. 

I ask this legislative body to continue uphold your oath to defend and support the constitution 

and end this attempts to thwart it.  

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 7:09:03 AM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Megan Amerpohl Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

This has gone too far. Conserving our individual freedoms needs to be more important than 

focusing all this time, energy, and taxpayer money than peddling more rules around this failed 

vaccine. The people of Hawaii are fed up and tired. We have done what has been asked of us and 

still the goalposts are moved. Countries around the world are eliminating mandates.  Stop 

focusing on divisive mandates and medical segregation. The people who you serve deserve 

better. Please do better. Do not advance this bill today.  

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 7:13:41 AM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Rikkirene Kaia Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

I strongly oppose any type of proof of vaccination measure that singles out individuals and/or 

groups of individuals which promotes discrimination and segregation against a person or persons 

based on medical documentation. It is a violation of Medical privacy laws. In saying that this bill 

would be in violation of medical privacy laws because it would mean that medical 

documentation is required to be presented to enter society. Therefore, should be thrown out. 

Strongly opposed.  

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 7:24:55 AM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Alexandra Marshall Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

To Whom It May Concern: 

I strongly oppose this bill.  It is NOT the government's job to know my personal medical 

decisions, including the covid19 vaccination, nor to punish me for my medical choices -- that is 

not freedom.  I respectfully request you stop this bill here. 

Mahalo, 

Alexandra Marshall 

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 7:50:38 AM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Amy Eck Individual Oppose Yes 

 

 

Comments:  

Aloha.  I have lived in Hawaii for over 20 years and my children and I call it home.  I am writing 

in because I hold my information as my information.  I do not need to share my medical, or my 

childrens medical information.  That information is personal and should be voluntary.  This 

information is being asked to discriminate and provide or not provide services.  

As a citizen of the United States we are given unalienable rights.  The Fourteenth Ammendment 

provides equal rights to all people.  

 

FOURTEENTH AMENDMENT 

SECTION 1. All persons born or naturalized in the United 

States, and subject to the jurisdiction thereof, are citizens of 

the United States and the State wherein they reside. No State 

shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge the privi- 

leges or immunities of citizens of the United States; nor shall 

any State deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, with- 

out due process of law; nor deny to any person within its juris- 

diction the equal protection of the laws. 

  

Based on this ammendment, it should be illegal to discriminate based on race, sex, religion, and 

medical choices. 

I oppose this bill because it is ILLEGAL. 

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 8:10:25 AM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Madhava Shakti Moe Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

i, woman, who goes by the name of Madhava Moe,  strongly OPPOSE this bill; 

This government body is overstepping its boundaries and disregarding women and men rights 

and freedoms and it must stop immediately; 

The government is NOT above men and women. The government is a public servant and women 

and man of this planet, decide what the government say and do; 

i, woman, command this bill to die.   

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 8:22:01 AM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Loree Jean Searcy Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

I oppose this bill being passed as the government does not have rights concerning our private 

health data nor any ruling regarding our health data as this is a violation of HIPPA. 

According to the US Constitution we are sovereign beings and that includes our body health data 

and anything pertaining to our bodies. A vaccination card is our own personal data and is not 

open to anyone to view. There should be no laws regarding our mind, body or our right to 

privacy concerning these matters. 

I oppose HB 1571 

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 8:25:04 AM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Anastacia Thomas Individual Oppose Yes 

 

 

Comments:  

“I absolutely OPPOSE this bill. The Covid vaccine should not even be on the agenda! This is 

United States of America not a communist country! 

         

 On January 13, 2022, The US Supreme Court ruled against mandatory vaccines for businesses 

with over 100 employees. 

Justice Clarence Thomas wrote “in dissent that the case was about whether the administration 

has the authority to force people, by coercion, to undergo a medical procedure they do not want 

and cannot undo.” 

This government body is overstepping its boundaries and disregarding people’s constitutional 

rights and freedoms and it MUST STOP immediately! 

You are violating personal privacy and HIPAA law and dishonoring the millions who’ve fought 

and died for our freedoms!! 

The government is NOT above God who promised Free Will! The government should never tell 

people what to do with their bodies or force them to show private medical paperwork of any 

kind. That has always been private information and subject to the person's constitutional freedom 

of choice. 

I ask this legislative body to start upholding your oath to defend and support the constitution and 

end this tyranny against the people. 

To top it all off the vaccine DOES NOT make the person immune from getting or dying from 

Covid but instead puts them at risk for vaccine injuries or death, which Big Pharma has ZERO 

liability for!!! 

If this government cares about people, START A “BOOST YOUR IMMUNE SYSTEM” 

CAMPAIGN! 

Why has our human immune system been disregarded? 

Instead this government body is promoting and trying to mandate a man-made synthetic injection 

with NO long-term studies! This MUST END HERE! 

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 8:26:26 AM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Asia Castro Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

OPPOSE. 

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 8:29:59 AM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Banner Fanene Individual Oppose Yes 

 

 

Comments:  

I Strongly OPPOSE this Freedom Suffocating Bill. 

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 8:37:39 AM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

B Anderson Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

I OPPOSE this bill. Any Covid vaccine legislation should not be on the agenda as there is still 

developing science. Please read and understand the developing science.  This bill is a waste of 

Hawaii tax payer money when the "covid" is nothing more than a common cold and flu that we 

can and have developed immunity for. 

Your time and votes would be better off passing obesity bills to help this state cut down and 

understand how obesity can affect them by making it easier to be suseptible to virus and 

disease.  Lets try to get a blue zone going here instead of punishing people with frivolous 

legislation. 

Here is another worthwhile idea: START A “BOOST YOUR IMMUNE SYSTEM” 

CAMPAIGN.  With good heathly food! 

Futhermore it is none of anyone's business except me and my doctor about my medical condition 

including vaccines.  This pending legislation violates personal privacy and HIPAA law. 

To top it all off the vaccine DOES NOT make the person immune from getting or dying from 

Covid but instead puts them at risk for vaccine injuries which Big Pharma has ZERO liability 

for. Read the developing science. The current vaccine does not protect against the mutations of 

the virus. 

Please do vote no on this bill. Thank you. 

  

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 8:38:31 AM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Lillian Chism Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

I do NOT support this Bill. We are privileged to live in a free nation, with laws in place that 

protect those freedoms. We have a military that fights for us, to defend those freedoms. This is 

an abomination. Our government is slowly chipping away and taking away everything that 

makes America, the land of the Free and home of the Brave that is, if we tolerate this and other 

Bills like it. I children and generations to came may never experience how great of a country this 

is or could be.  

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 8:58:06 AM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Jennifer Van Laanen Individual Oppose Yes 

 

 

Comments:  

I oppose this bill! The Covid vaccine should not even be on the adgenda! We are not a 

communist country. 

The governement is overstepping its boundaries and disregarding people's constitutional rights 

and freedoms and this must be discontunued immediately. 

You are violating personal privacy and HIPAA law and dishonoring the millions who have 

fought and died for this country.  

IF the governement cares about people's health, start a 'Boost your Immune System' 

campaign.  The corruption all needs to end now.  

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 8:58:58 AM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Steven Forman Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

First of all there should be no vaccine passport. This is an experimental shot and you can't offer 

special bennifits or discriminate someone who doesn't want to be part of an experiment. The 

vaccine has been prioven safe as has been proven to be the most dangerous vaccine in history. 

Please look up this information on VAERS. Now someone's personal status is there own privacy 

so there shouldn't be any support for a vaccine passport.  

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 9:00:23 AM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Emily Gambino Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

I strongly oppose this bill.  These vaccine mandates are a violation of our personal rights and of 

the constitution.  The vaccine has caused multiple people that I know personally to 

suffer debilitating symptoms that have not subsided for almost a year now, not to mention the 

greater reports of vaccine injuries and deaths caused by this experimental drug.  This bill should 

not even be in existance becasue the vaccine mandates themselves are unconstitutional.  Beyond 

that, the vaccines are not even keeping people from getting sick or from spreading the virus, so it 

seems useless at this point to mandate something that's not even working.  Thank you for your 

time and consideration on these statements.  Please protect our personal freedoms and uphold the 

constitution.  Please don't put people at risk by making them take an experimental drug that can 

do harm and even has the potential to cause death.   

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 9:16:28 AM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Ruby Jerins Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

I oppose this because it is unconstitutional. Vaccine mandates were determined to be 

unconstitutional by the US Supreme Court so this should not be on the agenda. This is a 

domestic threat against our constitutional freedoms and we the people do not stand for this.  

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 9:22:05 AM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Grace Schneider Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

The government has taken an oath to uphold our constitutional rights.  The Supreme Court ruled 

that vaccine mandates are unconstitutional on Jan 13 2022.  It is unconstitutional to even 

consider a fine for a vaccine passport that shouldn't be here in the first place.  It is a dishonor to 

all the men and women who have died to uphold our freedoms.  I am a sovereign being and have 

every right to declare what goes in my body. 

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 9:28:49 AM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Carla Ellis Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

I am a Hawaii resident of the County of Hawaii. I am a mother of 4 and a grandmother of 8. 

I absolutely OPPOSE this bill because it violates my civil rights for privacy of my medical 

choices. 

It is not the business or function of the state legislature to invade my personal choices regarding 

my body or health.  If all of my medical records are private, and only made visible by my 

consent to outside parties, WHY would I agree to the state monitoring my vaccination status (if 

any). 

Attempting to pass this bill is overreaching the elected authority given to the state politicians by 

their constituents.  Please stop interfering in our God-given rights! 

I also OPPOSE all state mandates that violate my constittuional rights regarding my health. 

Thank you. 

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 9:31:05 AM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Rita Wong Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

I absolutely oppose this bill.  The COVID vaccine should not even be on the agenda!  This is the 

United States of America not a comjunist country!  The government is overstepping their 

boundaries to our constitutional rights and freedoms and it must stop immediately! 

You are violating personal privacy and HIPAA law and dishonoring the millions who've fought 

and died for our freedom of choice. 

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 9:32:44 AM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Kris Krolak Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

Hi, 

Asking for vaccine cards is violating rights to privacy of medical information. On top of that we 

already know that vaccines do not stop the spread of omicron, so being vaccinated or not should 

stay a personal choice and no third parties should have access to that information in the first 

place. 

People only forge vaccine cards when they feel pressured to do a medical procedure against their 

will, so if there was no coercion in the first place no-one would forge their cards. 

Thanks, 

Kris 

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 9:37:13 AM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

jeanette Schmid Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

This bill should not be on the agenda, it goes against the countries constitutional freedoms. 

Medical mandates are unlawful and unconstitutional. This is a domestic threat against people 

who are taking responsibility in depth and good care of their health and do extensive resurch in 

how best to take care of their health. I was unknowingly exposed to a friend who had Covid, who 

found out 2 days later she had Covid. I saw the droplets as she sneezed flying my way and I did 

not get Covid, because I take excellent care of my self! There are many natural ways to prevent 

oneself of getting sick and many ways to heal Covid which have been outlawed and sensored. 

This whole Covid pandemic is definitely verry fishy! I don't trust any of it! 

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 9:42:49 AM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Claudia Schimmer Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

I oppose this bill as an RN. 

  

Many peoplle had their livelihoods affected:  to quit or be fired - or get the experimental drug 

(which technically is not a true "vaccination" but a treatment to reduce severity and has been 

proven to not reduce spread).  

This "rock and a hard place"- to be able to feed their families occurred. 

All the mandates need to be halted ( also occurring on a huge scale elsewhere) 

Please do not pass this inhumane bill, that current circumstances, not of  their choice, have 

forced upon otherwise law abiding citizens!  

Your welfare rolls will thank you as well 

Mahalo for your kind attention to this matter 

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 9:43:00 AM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

mishlyn verdon Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

This should not be on the agenda. It goes against god and country and free will choice.  

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 9:50:51 AM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

michael kawa Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

This is a ridiculous bill that is personally attacking my constitutional rights I am not OK with this 

and I want things to be changed immediately  

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 9:52:13 AM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Melodie Reyes Individual Oppose Yes 

 

 

Comments:  

I strongly oppose this bill HB 1571 and frankly can't believe that it has even got to this point! 

This bill completely violates our HIPPA rights! You must not let this bill go through! 

Mahalo Melodie Reyes 

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 9:55:18 AM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Kateryna Shylo Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

The vaccine passport should not even be on the agenda. This is completely against God and 

country. You took an oath to uphold and defend the Constitution against foreign and domestic 

threats and we have been under a domestic threat for two years and this must stop now. 

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 9:58:42 AM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Craig Dansie 

One of the People as seen 

in the Constitution of the 

State of Hawaii Bill of 

Rights 

Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

I absolutely OPPOSE this bill. The Covid vaccine should not even be on the agenda! This is 

United States of America not a communist country!  

On January 13, 2022, The US Supreme Court ruled against mandatory vaccines for businesses 

with over 100 employees.  

Justice Clarence Thomas wrote “in dissent that the case was about whether the administration 

has the authority to force people, by coercion, to undergo a medical procedure they do not want 

and cannot undo.”  

This government body is overstepping its boundaries and disregarding people’s constitutional 

rights and freedoms and it must stop immediately! 

You are violating personal privacy and HIPAA law and dishonoring the millions who’ve fought 

and died for our freedoms!! 

The government is NOT above God who promises Free Will! The government should never tell 

people what to do with their bodies or force them to show private medical paperwork of any 

kind. That has always been private information and subject to the persons constitutional freedom 

of choice. 

I ask this legislative body to start upholding your oath to defend and support the constitution and 

end this tyranny against the people.  

To top it all off the vaccine DOES NOT make the person immune from getting or dying from 

Covid but instead puts them at risk for vaccine injuries which Big Pharma has ZERO liability 

for!!!  

If this government cares about people, START A “BOOST YOUR IMMUNE SYSTEM” 

CAMPAIGN!  

Why has our human immune system been disregarded?  



Instead this government body is promoting and trying to mandate a man-made synthetic 

injection with NO long-term studies! This MUST END HERE!  

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 10:04:56 AM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Hayley Williamson Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

How is this even a bill? Why are we even talking about this? It is illegal to ask people about their 

private health information. This is a basic, elementary right the government seems to be over 

looking and silently trying to steal from us. No one cares about each other's vaccination statues! I 

laugh at the attempts to continue to TRY and scare poeple into taking this experimental injection 

that has proven to cause more harm that good. I'm appalled at the state of Hawaii for treating 

people this way.. real ALOHA! What a joke!  

  

I love Hawaii and everthing it has to offer, but I'm wearing thin and almost about to move onto 

another state without stupid, illogical, suppressive Covid mandates. I'm a server at a busy, 

extremely understaffed, popular restaurant. Where are tourist going to eat when restaurants are 

closed from lack of workers fed up with bullshit rules???! Who is going to clean their rooms? 

We already saw what happens when we tried it out for "2 weeks"...  

As a regular person who was disappointed in the state of our country pre Covid, now im mad and 

extremely disappointed. I find it hard to take anything the state or federal government says 

seriously. No one is looking out for the people. You think we are price tags and work horses, we 

are humans and have human rights! We are supported by the US constitution and our inalienable 

rights as human beings. Your vaccine "laws" and mandates will not win. So stop now, your 

embarrassing yourselves. You will be held accountable for these actions, for the  propaganda 

machine that Covid19 is, the fear created over NOTHING! The numbers are being checked and 

the truth is coming out on how non life threatening Covid actually has been. May God forgive 

you! because as a Hawaii resident and proud badass American I will not forgive you and look 

forward to the crash and burn of this attempt to suppress our God given and US foundational 

rights! 

  

Mahalo! Malama Pono, a hui hou 

Hayley Williamson  

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 10:05:14 AM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Heidi McKeague Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

This Bill goes against HIPPA and our right to privacy! No agency has the right to know anything 

about my health status. We have the God-given right to choose what is best for our bodies. 

Vaccines are known to have side effects and risks and no one should be forced or coerced or 

manipulated into having a medical procedure done that they are not 100% sure about especially 

when there is no liability or accountability for injury by the manufacturers. This bill needs to be 

STOPPED. It is not a countrywide law. & NO LAW should be made in regards to personal 

health. This is a slippery slope. Get off the fear wagon.   

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 10:16:51 AM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Pualani Waialae Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

I Oppose this bill HB1571 !!!! I would like to see our Freedom restored! These mandates are not 

laws and  goes against my constitutional right to be Free to choose. Wearing a mask Does 

NOT work! When you have a child wear a mask they are breathing in CO2 and bacteria from 

their mouth 8 hours or more every day when they go to school. They have the best immune 

system and they need oxygen so they can continue to have a strong immune system. When you 

wear a mask you lower your immune system! When you look on the back of the box of the mask 

it says clearly does not protect you from infectious diseases! I demand you do what's right and 

give Hawaii our freedom back! I am against this bill!!! We are not a communist country we live 

in the land of the free!!! I repeat we live in the land of the free don't take our freedoms away!!! It 

is wrong to take our freedom away!!! I pray God opens up your heart and you do what's right for 

we the people of Hawaii want our freedoms restored now!  

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 10:21:47 AM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

kye funk Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

Stop going against our freedoms 

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 10:31:07 AM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Jamie Irvine Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

Aloha, I vehemently OPPOSE HB1571,  not just for myself but for every person who wants to 

see OUR NATION and OUR STATE to be able to retain OUR CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS 

AS FREE CITIZENS to be able to make OUR OWN CHOICES when it comes to making any 

choices, especially in this case regarding MEDICAL choices to OUR OWN INDIVIDUAL 

BODIES!  

If I, a NATURAL BORN WOMAN, have the right to abort or keep an UNBORN BABY (NOT 

THAT I EVER WOULD) or decide to change my gender (NOT THAT I EVER WOULD), 

CLEARLY I HAVE A RIGHT TO MY OWN BODY AUTONOMY! 

This HB1571 is no less than (in my opinion) breaking everything that OUR FATHERS AND 

MOTHERS who created OUR NATION on! Every freedom from tyranny of government control 

that we left Engaged for! God forbid this atrocity of a so called BILL passes, every Law 

requiring our freedom to PRESERVE IT will go down the drain! Every single life that was given 

for OUR COUNTRY will have been in vain!  

What happened to our LAND that was once respected and known for as LIBERTY AND 

JUSTICE FOR ALL, a Republic to be OF THE PEOPLE, FOR THE PEOPLE AND BY THE 

PEOPLE, will NO LOVE EXIST! This is how important this is to me and every American! 

With all due respect, who or what in the world has bewitched you into even considering such an 

EVIL, HARMFUL AND DANGEROUS BILL? Yes...DANGEROUS! Because if God forbid 

you pass this AGAINST THE MAJORITY, this very BILL will eventually turn against each of 

you as well! 

Have we reduced to or succumbed to exactly what Hitler and other dictators did in order to gain 

illegal power and control out of FEARMONGERING our citizens? To incite false narratives, fire 

anyone who opposes this forced experiment of a jab, conveniently twist facts, not listening to 

any other medical professional other than the ones you approve of in order to continue this 

RABBIT HOLE of more variants so that you won't swallow your PRIDE for  the wrongdoings 

committed? This has caused more division amongst the people of the United States and Hawaii 

than any other discrimination and abhorrent political endeavor ever!  

What makes this more important than Women's Rights, THE RIGHT FOR ALL LEGAL 

CITIZENS TO VOTE, to Carry Arms and so on? Why do you think that laws to protect the Frre 



Citizen were enacted? HIPPA, Nuremberg, Privacy Rights and so on were developed in the first 

place? Have you forgotten about the Holocaust and how it came to be? By passing HB1571 

YOU WILL PERSONALLY BE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE DISINTEGRATING OF OUR 

ONCE BELOVED NATION! If this goes through, God forbid, then every other right will be 

forcibly stripped. We will no longer have a voice, an opinion or the right to peaceably protest. 

The prisons will be overflowed with INNOCENT citizens who had the courage to stand up 

against this evil regime while the real criminals, murderers, sex offenders etc. will roam around 

OUR STREETS without any consequences given! This BILL is NO ORDINARY BILL! This is 

from the pit of hell itself! I HUMBLY and at the same time, PASSIONATELY ask you to 

REMOVE THIS BILL ONCE AND FOR ALL! PLEASE DON'T IGNORE THE WARNINGS! 

DON'T BE DUPED BY THE LIES of the domestic terrorists within our Country and State who 

desire to tear up our Nation and Personal Lives as some have been trying to do for decades! 

Don't let the excluded few, those with the MONEY and so called power, to ever enter OUR 

COUNTRY! WOE TO THOSE WHO CALL EVIL...GOOD AND GOOD...EVIL! PLEASE 

DON'T THROW OUR RIGHTS TO EXPRESS OUR OPINIONS in order for a handful of profit 

from! Why do we regard illegal immigrants more important than our own lawful citizens? I 

come from a Long Line of family members who served and risked their lives in all branches of 

the United States Military and you're going to tell me that just because we disagree with YOU 

that hold this against us with dire consequences? If we didn't have those in our history such as 

the Paul Revere's NONE OF YOU OR US WOULD BE HERE! Before it's too late and before 

the demise of OUR REPUBLIC, PLEASE OPPOSE HB1571! THIS IS A MATTER OF LIFE 

AND THE DEATH OF INDIVIDUAL, CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS AND THE PRIVILEGE 

FOR OUR COUNTRY TO REMAIN ITS INDEPENDENCE! We're either THE HOME/LAND 

OF THE FREE AND BRAVE or THE LAND THAT ONCE WAS! Please RESEARCH 

NATIONS presently under socialism and communism! Iran to Venezuela! Please REMEMBER, 

YOU WORK FOR US,YOU ARE OUR SERVANTS TO UPHOLD OUR NATION'S 

CONSTITUTION! MAY GOD HELP YOU AND HAVE MERCY ON YOU if you continue to 

FORCE YOUR AGENDA ON US! One last thing, PLEASE DO NOT DISMISS MY 

TESTIMONY AS YOU HAVE DONE IN THE PAST WHEN YOU WILLFULLY SHUNNED 

AND IGNORED THE VOICES THAT OPPOSE! Thank you for your time! Please 

PRAYERFULLY CONSIDER WHAT I HAVE WRITTEN and the consequences that will 

happen if God forbid you continue! May God grant each of you His wisdom and courage to do 

what is RIGHT, BASED ON OUR CONSTITUTION AND EVEN OUR MOTTO OF HAWAII, 

THAT THE LIFE OF THE LAND IS PERPETRATED IN RIGHTEOUSNESS! 

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 10:35:15 AM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Thomas Individual Oppose Yes 

 

 

Comments:  

I will provide a file in with this testimony when I figure out how to do it, that should be deeply 

considered by all legislators. That file is the VAERS report on this shot for covid. This is by far 

the deadliest shot ever concieved and given to the public. BY FAR. When I provide this report to 

this legislature, just browse the graphs by scrolling down and you will see my point. No one can 

argue at all that this is not the Deadliest, most injurious shot ever concieved and given, 

sometimes mandated, to the public. There is No Vialbe dispute of this fact. Some say incorrectly 

that VAERS is not accurate. Well the fact is, the CDC and or NIH is bound by law to see this is 

an accurate system. I repeat, Bound By Law! Also and very related, at some point after this 

system was created by the 1986 NVICP and or another related act, there were complaints the 

system was not good enough. So The CDC worked to create another system hoping for more 

accuracy. The results of that attempt were, far more injuries and deaths were found in this new 

system than in the VAERS System. What did the CDC do? They scrapped the new system. That 

is Outtrageous. It is Criminal. Now as to HB1571. I strongly oppose this bill for more than one 

reason, The first being the VAERS Report I will submit. Before anyone is Hawai'i is offered this 

shot, they should be given Full Informed Consent, as required by the Nuremberg Code. These 

shots are experimental EUA shots. Informed Consent means you be told the truth about the shots 

dangers. Every person in Hawai'i should be told, before the shot is offered, this is the Deadliest, 

most injurious shot ever concieved. That is Informed Consent. Then, ALL citizens of Hawai'i 

should be given the option to refuse the shot. You can NOT mandate an experiment. I have gone 

on long already here. There is more believe me. No one I see in this legislature has done what we 

pay you to do. Look at ALL ASPECTS of a situation like this. Why hasn't this been done? So 

this bill, HB1571, is not even relevant. You should be passing a bill penalizing anyone who does 

not give informed consent and fining or jailing those who violate this. In actuality, this shot shot 

be STOPPED completely NOW! I can always be consulted for the vast amount of information I 

did not put in this testimony. My phone number is 831 227 1919. I am 72 years old, very healthy 

and very disappointed that our legislature and Governor have failed us all badly in not looking at 

all sides of this issue. Please start doing that NOW. I, and many others will NOT be letting this 

issue drop until it is resolved the way it should be. Mahalo Nui. 

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 10:38:52 AM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Maren Cantrell Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

I strongly oppose this bill. The experimental Covid vaccine 

should not even be on the agenda at this time. Things of medical nature should be protected 

between a patient and their doctor. Employers cannot even ask about medical history or if you 

even have children at home due to discrimination protections we have in place in the United 

States. Currently our government is overstepping their boundaries of our constitutional rights and 

freedoms and it must stop immediately.  

You are violating personal privacy and HIPAA law and 

dishonoring the millions who’ve fought and died for our freedoms!! 

The government should never tell people what to do 

with their bodies or force them to show private medical paperwork of any kind. That has always 

been private information and subject to the persons constitutional freedom of choice. 

I ask this legislative body to start upholding your 

oath to defend and support the constitution and end this tyranny against the people.  

Furthermore, this therapeutic/vaccine does not make a person immune 

from getting,spreading or dying from the Covid. Instead puts them at risk for vaccine injuries 

which the pharmaceutical industry has ZERO liability! Having to show proof of a 

therapeutic/vaccine to just be a part of society therein puts individuals at risk under duress. It is 

not necessary. Freedom of choice is paramount and what makes America "America". HB 1571 

should go no further. Again, I oppose this bill. 

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 10:45:28 AM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Robert Rudie Novak Individual Oppose Yes 

 

 

Comments:  

I greatly oppose this bill. The Experimental Covid vaccine should be Optional.  No long term 

studies on this Vaccine.  Covid is now just a cold.  The government should be teaching how to 

boost immunity against a coronavirus which has been around for centuries, not forcing 

experimental vaccines. 

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 10:47:03 AM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Theresa Harden Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

This bill and the requirement to demand a vaccine "passport" anywhere is in direct violation to 

HIPPA (individual medical privacy rights), the Nuremberg code (unlawful to push to mandate or 

force non-FDA approved EXPERIMENTAL treatments), our constitutional rights and free will. 

For the fact that ALL PCR TESTS are falsely giving false negative or false positive results alone 

should stop the medical tranny being pushed on the people of Hawaii. 

If you support this mandate along with the vaccinations, you are committing CRIMES 

AGAINST HUMANITY punishable by death penalty under FEDERAL LAW. I oppose of all 

COVID Mandatory regulations to include PCR TESTS, FORCED VACCINATIONS OF 

EXPERIMENTAL TREATMENTS (death shots), MASK MANDATES, PASSPORT 

MANDATES & COVID QUARANTINE OR COVID CONSITRACTION CAMPS. 

How many people in Hawaii have to die before the truth is told about the WHO, CDC, FAUCI, 

GATES, etc who are all being charged with Crimes Against Humanity in the International 

Criminal Courts right now? We have lost too many already and the COVID VACCINE 

INJURIES AND DEATHS ARE SKYROCKING WITH EACH JAB OR BOOSTER THEY 

GET. 

Other countries are withdrawing all mandates because of the fraud called COVID-19. 

OPPOSE THIS ASSAULT ON THE PEOPLE OF HAWAII NOW or you will be abiding and 

abating the worst crimes against the people in decades. 

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 10:49:04 AM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Natalie Olesen Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

I absolutely OPPOSE this bill! The covid vaccine should not even be on the agenda. As a 

registered nurse I am strongly against taking away a persons right to choose what is put into their 

body. Please do not go along with this communist narrative.  

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 10:59:33 AM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

john gray Individual Oppose Yes 

 

 

Comments:  

“I absolutely OPPOSE this bill. The Covid vaccine should not even be on the agenda!  This is a 

place of Aloha and Freedom, not mandates.  

This government body is overstepping its boundaries and disregarding natural law and the 

constitution. It must stop immediately! 

By supporting this bill you are violating personal privacy and HIPAA law and dishonoring those 

who’ve fought and died for our freedoms!! 

It's not government's position to decide what is healthy for every individual body, esspecially 

when ever individual's body is different, take nut allergies just as an example, some people are 

even allergic to broccoli. Not one thing is going to be good for every body, esspecially when that 

one thing is a series of husman-made synthetic injection with NO long-term studies, and no 

accountability from it's Big Pharma creators, which assume no risk if it has adverse effects and 

doesn't prevent anyone from getting, spreading, or dying from Covid in the first place. 

I ask this legislative body to uphold your oath to defend and support the constitution and end this 

tyranny against the people.  

If this government cares about people, START A “BOOST YOUR IMMUNE SYSTEM” 

CAMPAIGN!  

Why has our human immune system been disregarded?  

YOU HAVE THE POWER TO END THIS AND BECOME A CHAMPION OF LOVE AND 

FREEDOM TO THE PUBLIC YOU SERVE.  

MAHALO   

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 11:11:00 AM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Jody Allione Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

This bill is egregious. While I agree that individuals should be truthful, this demand for personal 

information about vaccine status from adults is grossly overreaching. These mandates were 

based on an emergency status which has gone on for far too long. Why anyone should have to 

show their medical history to a restaurant or other venue for admission is not a valid premise and 

certainly, in this waning stage of the pandemic concern, is not necessary. It sets a stage for future 

requirements including social status score much the same as we see in Communist China where a 

social status score has become their way of life for all behaviors. Is this where Hawaii is headed? 

You can be the people who stop this violation of personal rights. Please do not let this precedent 

setting rule pass this legislature.I am embarrassed to be in a state that is this paranoid and when I 

tell my mainland associates what is going on, they are appalled at the level of control of its 

citizens this legislature and executive branch have fallen to.  

Jody Allione 

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 11:23:16 AM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Rita Kama-Kimura Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

I strongly oppose this bill, simply because in the first place it is unconstitutional for our 

government to require that we subject ourselves to this vaccine and secondly whether or not we 

did take the vaccine that is personal information!  The idea that we have to provide a so called 

“vaccine passport” to the public (business, church, nonprofit organization, or governmental 

entity) … 

I strongly ask you to re-read the description again and then tell me does this really make sense in 

a “free society”? and then stop it now. 

Respectfully, Rita Kama-Kimura 

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 11:24:09 AM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

phillip f lebarre jr  Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

I oppose this bill I believe that it would be pointless to even consider a universal vaccine for all 

people to take at all with no consideration to people who live in a more natural form of Medicine 

to condemn a society to be penalized for a rule or mandated drugs that the government has no 

jurisdiction to apply with results being controversial by cdc standard and being one of few 

country's to continue doubling down on a failing drug and System let alone imposing another in 

appropriate law being enforced by an exiting administration with no history of proactive 

influence on the economy or health. for the people by the people.  

  

im not understanding why healthy people get fired and now there are no workers so now the 

courts want to impose a law to correct a large number mistakes that need to be revised not 

continue to punish the citizens for an inappropriate administration. 

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 11:27:18 AM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Kathleen Newell Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

I oppose any regulation that addresses the vaccine as this should be a personal health issue! 

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 11:31:09 AM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Lauren Kidd Individual Oppose Yes 

 

 

Comments:  

This is abominable, any vaccine status of any kind should not be considered by any other entity 

than an individuals physician. This cannot even be considered as an acceptable behavior of 

society in The United States of AMERICA. Land of the free. No way should any health status 

need be in scrutiny of authenticity to any public anything! Oppose! 

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 11:31:31 AM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Karen L Simon Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

I OPPOSE this bill. It is in direct violation of HIPAA compliance laws that protect the rights of 

citizens to health status privacy. 

On January 13, 2022, The US Supreme Court ruled against mandatory vaccines for businesses 

with over 100 employees partially for the same reason. 

Justice Clarence Thomas wrote “in dissent that the case was about whether the administration 

has the authority to force people, by coercion, to undergo a medical procedure they do not want 

and cannot undo.”  

Should you support the passing of this Bill, Hawaii's State government will be in violation of our 

people’s constitutional rights and freedoms. 

This Bill will force people to show private medical information (as do the current 

regulations relating to showing proof of vaccination)  - a direct violation of U.S. laws. 

It is the responsibility of each legislative member of our State government to uphold his/her oath 

to defend and support the constitution and thus vote Nay on this Bill HB1571 and any 

subsequent versions of it. 

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 11:31:43 AM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Jodi Trujillo Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

I oppose of this bill, due to it is unconstitutional for you to impose such unlawful restrictions and 

mandates. As an American citizen it is my God given right to choose whats right for my health 

and for my families. Being penalized due to vaccinated status is against the law. you can not 

change the law to suit your own. You all work for us, you were voted in, and can be voted out. 

Make the right choice for the people and not your pockets.  

Mahalo 

Jodi Trujillo 

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 11:31:49 AM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Paul Burns Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

Concerning HB1571 

My name is Paul Burns and I am a teacher, parent and community member since I was a 

child here in Hawaiʻi. I am greatly concerned about the laws that are being broken and the 

damage that is being done to the general public. HB1571 should not even be considered 

when you reflect upon the major points I make in this testimony. There should not be 

vaccine cards (passports) required as they break laws of privacy and are connected to a 

human experiment that is being executed in an illegal manner.  There are strict laws that 

must be followed when it comes to Human experimentation. There are 2 major human 

experiments going on that have 0 scientific evidence to justify their continued execution. 

The first one I speak of is the mask mandate. Even though we have all seen videos that 

masks reduce the amount of droplet particles that release from our mouth there is not one 

scientific peer reviewed study that shows that masks actually slow down or stop the spread 

of respiratory viruses. All the studies show that masks do not stop the spread and so it is a 

false sense of security. Fauci himself said this at the beginning of the pandemic. I will leave 

a link to a video of the concerns that I made about this and about half way through the 

video is Fauci saying this himself if you want to hear it. The negative effects of this mask 

mandate, which is one of the biggest social human experiments in the world, has been 

detrimental to the health of our keiki. As a teacher and parent I see first hand the damage 

done to our keiki. The young ones have suffered by not being able to read lips and facial 

expressions. This has made it much harder for them to learn language and understand 

what is being said. It has stunted their growth and it is hard to make up for what is lost in 

those young ages. In the older students it has caused great depression, anxiety, fear and 

hopelessness. When our youth are afraid to socialize and be part of a team or go to class it 

affects their minds. We are seeing more and more kids suffering from all kinds of mental 

illness and sometimes leading to suicide. The negative effects masks have had on our 

precious youth who are our future is going to take many, many years to try and undo and 

heal. We must stop this part of the experiment immediately as there is no proof it actually 

helps but tons of proof that it is hurting our most precious and vulnerable population. I 

must add that this disease is super mild in children. My own children and I got covid and 

my younger children had less symptoms than a common cold. It is crazy to do these 

extreme measures to such a mild disease in children.  

My next concern is on the vaccine mandates. The amount of lies and propaganda for this 

experimental treatment is staggering. The nuremberg code which governs 



Human  Experimentation is being broken in every way. First of all we are being told that it 

is safe and effective. Neither has been proven. They donʻt know and the evidence that it can 

do great harm is growing everyday like no other medical treatment we have ever seen. If 

people do not give consent fully knowing that this is an experimental treatment then the 

law is broken. Furthermore, any type of coercion is illegal. Being offered gifts or being 

threatened to lose a job is coercion and illegal. Who will be held accountable for breaking 

these laws? As more and more people are injured will those that voted to mandate these 

experiments be held liable. The liability is huge and if you care about human life and donʻt 

want to be caught up in the trials that are coming I suggest that you vote to end all 

mandates as many countries across the world have done including England. We have been 

misled and many people tricked into being part of an experiment and it needs to end now 

before any more damage is done. 

Who will be held accountable for breaking these laws? Anyone who mandates an 

experimental treatment is responsible and will be held liable for the damages done. Please 

don’t pass this bill or any other bill that promotes the idea that we need a vaccine passport 

to go anywhere. Mahalo Nui 

Please watch the attached video that I made if you want more information about this 

concern 

Mahalo 

Paulo 

https://vimeo.com/672951222 

  

  

  

 

https://vimeo.com/672951222


HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 11:40:06 AM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Kimberly Medeiros Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

I oppose this bill, you have no right according to the HIPPA laws to receive information on my 

medical conditions! 

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 11:41:36 AM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Kathy KL Ford Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

I oppose this bill HB 1571  I would like to see our freedom restored in Hawaii !!! Wearing a 

mask does not work !!! We are not a communist country and we live in the land of the free !!!! 

When you wear a mask it lowers your immune system  especially in children this is wrong . 

These mandates go against my constitutional right and I demand my freedom back !  

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 11:42:40 AM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Patricia Beekman Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

I strongly oppose this bill!! This measure compounds a grievous wrong. We in Hawaii are 

looked upon as the most "compliant" people in the nation, with even Mayor Blangiardi and Lt. 

Gov Green glowing over their obedient subjects who do pretty much whatever they're told about 

Covid mandates. "Compliant" is not a flattering adjective for a free people. George Washington 

and Thomas Jefferson were not "compliant," and that's what led to this great nation. 

Read for yourself and watch Blangiardi and Green say the words: 

 

Mayor Rick Blangiardi 

(0:38) “We have a very compliant community. That compliance is very good for us. The 

compliance in the community is ideal and it’s even going to get better I believe as we go forward 

here.” 

(1:28) “Make no mistake about it. We have the hammer in this deal. And we will drop the 

hammer if we have to. What we’re asking now is for compliance. [Best way: get a booster.]” 

(3:16) “I’m relying on you [reporters present] to help us spread the word, knowing full well the 

impact and the power of media.” 

Dec 29, 2021 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CYHWALSMvqb/  

“We’ve done things that other states can’t even dream of.” —Lt. Gov. Josh Green (00:30) 

Nov 29, 2021 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CW_Ej8mPHh6/ 

My vaccination status is none of anyone's business other than my own. This bill makes the 

tyranny and invasion of privacy worse. 

People losing their jobs, being unable to travel, etc., because they don't have a vaxx card was 

unconscionable and unheard of until just months ago. To then punish people with a fine for not 

toeing the vaccine card line is jackboot despotism. The vaccine card and Chinese Communist 

Party's social credit card sound too similar for comfort.  

 

Further, it's clear the vaccines are failures and dangerous besides. My friends and relatives have 



told me horror stories of what happened to them after the shot: shingles, flat on their back for 

days, onset of abnormal menses, friend's teenage son died from heart failure after getting the 

shot, etc. 

 

From the start of the Covid scare in 2020 we were told we would be getting a "vaccine." This 

vaccine was so good that we needed two shots, just weeks apart. Oops! They don't last very long, 

Dr. Fauci said after people had lined up for their two shots. So get a booster if it's been a few 

months. Then, a little later, get a fourth shot. Remember the canard about "insanity is repeating 

the same action over and over again and expecting a different result"? More recently we have 

learned that the vaccine, unlike the initial "safe and effective" promises, don't prevent getting 

Covid.    

 

Any informed legislator should know that to follow the guidance of the CDC and the WHO is 

folly. Yet they are the ones quoted as respectable authorities by the government. The truth is 

they are widely known to be corrupt. The CDC serves the pharmaceutical industry (vaccine 

manufacturers) and the WHO is under the thumb of Communist China. 

 

Show that Hawaii's legislature honors the U.S. Constitution. Reject this bill from the depths of 

Hell! 

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 11:54:28 AM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Monique van den Hurk Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

This whole vaccine passport issue is ridiculous! The vaccines dont work and its a violation of the 

constitution! This is the United Stated of America! Enough of the communistic behavior and 

madates! Its been two years. People are tired of it. Omicron is the flu. You have pushed us long 

enough! The Governors emergency proclamation is for 60 days not TWO years!  

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 11:57:35 AM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Kirk Wakaumi ShakaMaps LLC Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

I absolutely OPPOSE this bill. The Covid vaccine should not even be on the agenda! This is 

United States of America not a communist country! 

On January 13, 

 2022, The US Supreme Court ruled against mandatory vaccines for businesses with over 100 

employees. 

Justice Clarence Thomas wrote “in dissent that the case was about whether the administration 

has the authority to force people, by coercion, to undergo a medical procedure they do not want 

and cannot undo.” 

This government 

 body is overstepping its boundaries and disregarding people’s constitutional rights and freedoms 

and it must stop immediately! 

You are violating 

 personal privacy and HIPAA law and dishonoring the millions who’ve fought and died for our 

freedoms!! 

The government 

 is NOT above God who promises Free Will! The government should never tell people what to 

do with their bodies or force them to show private medical paperwork of any kind. That has 

always been private information and subject to the persons constitutional freedom 

 of choice. 

I ask this legislative 

 body to start upholding your oath to defend and support the constitution and end this tyranny 

against the people. 

To top it all 

 off the vaccine DOES NOT make the person immune from getting or dying from Covid but 

instead puts them at risk for vaccine injuries which Big Pharma has ZERO liability for!!! 

If this government 

 cares about people, START A “BOOST YOUR IMMUNE SYSTEM” CAMPAIGN! 



Why has our human 

 immune system been disregarded? 

Instead this government 

 body is promoting and trying to mandate a man-made synthetic injection with NO long-term 

studies! This MUST END HERE! 

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 11:57:14 AM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Jerne' Willis Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

Aloha, 

I am submitting testimony to document my opposition to HB 1571. Asking for or requiring to 

know vaccination status of anyone is a clear violation of HIPPA privacy rights. Any "vaccine 

mandate" has been ruled absolutely unconstitutional by the Supreme Court. I am so saddened 

and dissapointed to see how our government has handled this "pandemic". Leave people's health 

choices in their own hands. Stop trying to infringe and violate people's constitutional and 

medical rights and freedoms. This is not the way to go. You work for the hard working American 

people, not big pharma. Thank you.  

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 11:57:57 AM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

nicole iglesias Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

Aloha. 

  

The vaccination status of an individual should be a private record held between themselves and 

their health care professionals. We should not have to provide private information to anyone we 

do not wish to. This bill is useless and a violation of our HIPPA rights as citizens.  

I strongly oppose HB1571 and any variations that include sharing private medical information.  

  

Nicole Iglesias 

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 12:00:27 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Kater Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

Aloha, 

I am writing to absolutely "oppose" HB 1571.  Medical freedoms and government should not be 

in the same category.  Over and over again it has been shown that whether you are "COVID 

vaccinated" or not you can still catch SARS-COV and spread it to others.  This House Bill needs 

to be dropped and we need to focus on rebuilding "Hawaii's economy" after multiple shut down 

measures had plauged our state.  Not to mention we need to get rid of the liability clause that the 

vaccine makers are protected under and hold companies and humans liable for any adverse 

reactions that may occur from the new COVID Vaccines.    

  

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 12:08:49 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

hella meek Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

I strongly oppose any bill that infringes on my fundamental constitutional and human rights to 

bodily autonomy. 

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 12:16:14 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

KIMI ABBOTT-

JACKSON 
Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

I strongly oppose.  

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 12:25:26 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

jessica dias HiKai freedom Hui  Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

This law would be a gross over reach of government powers. BACK OFF!! It is the job of the 

government to safeguard our liberty, not lock us down, block our breathing, or discriminate 

against us based on our private health status just to keep anyone from catching a cold. This law 

would be in violation of our rights against search and seizure, and our civil rights as protected in 

the civil rights act of 1964. I STRONGLY OPPOSE this action. 

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 12:40:05 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Doug Ross Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

I oppose this legislation because it is unconstitutional, and unnecessary. 

The government is not authorized to be involved with our personal medical status. 

  

Our society functions best when we have liberty. Individuals, not government, are responsible 

for their own medical decisions. 

  

Legalize freedom. 

Stand in opposition to this draconian government interference with our personal health choices  

Respectfully, Doug Ross, Wahiawa 

  

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 12:41:00 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

anita hallard Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

Comments: 

Testifier Position 

Oppose 

Remote Testimony Requested 

Yes 

         I absolutely oppose this bill. The Covid vaccine should not even be on the agenda! This is 

United States of America,  not a communist country! The government is overstepping their 

boundaries to our constitutional rights and freedoms and it must stop immediately. 

The vaccine does not make the person immune to getting or dying from the virus. The 

government should never tell people what to do with their bodies or force them to show private 

medical paperwork of any kind. That has always been private information and subject to the 

persons constitutional freedom of choice. 

I ask this legislation to start upholding their oath to defend and support the constitution and end 

this tyranny against the people. 

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 12:51:47 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

elizabeth reeves Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

This bill would not even be necessary if the state followed Supreme Court rulings that vaccine 

mandates are unconstitutional. To require this Covid vaccine ESPECIALLY, is inhumane. So it 

follows that a private citizen who has inalienable rights to medical freedom should not be 

required to carry and show proof of medical status.  

To waste our tax dollars deliberating over fake vaccine passports when the broader issue of a 

vaccine mandate at all is unlawful is preposterous!! 

OPPOSE THIS BILL 1571 

and drop all the mandates now!!!!!!! 

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 12:56:19 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Mary Smart Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

I most strongly oppose HB1571 HD1. No one should have to prove they are not sick. 

The 100% vaccinated cruise experiences should prove that whether you have taken the 

vaccination or not, a person can become infected with and spread COVID. The vaccine 

cards/passports are worthless. There is neither right nor reason to create criminals out of citizens 

who are exercising their constitutional rights. It should be a crime for a place of accommodation 

to ask someone to display any aspect of their medial history. That is the type of legislation that 

might be beneficial – not HB1571 HD1. Rather than criminalizing citizens protected by the US 

Constitution with rights to privacy, mobility and bodily integrity, the legislature should be 

criminalizing those imposing illegal medical mandates, especially where unapproved (except on 

an emergency basis requiring informed consent), experimental injections are involved. Taking 

away a person’s job if they don’t get the “jab” does not constitute informed consent – it is 

coercion. 

  

Due to the numerous adverse reactions to this “gene therapy” our elected officials should have 

demanded that these “vaccines” be pulled from the market place long ago. (Note: these 

interventions are only called vaccines because the definition was changed to accommodate the 

injections so that the manufacturers cannot be held liable for adverse reactions.) Note: the 

“vaccines” don’t keep you from getting the targeted disease and don’t keep you from spreading it 

to others. The vaccine doesn’t provide any noticeable improvement in health and may weaken 

the immune system of those who take it. Yet, even though there is no proven health 

improvement, the vaccine card/”passport” gives additional rights to those submitting to the 

mandate from their fellow citizens who don’t believe the risk of harm from the shot is acceptable 

knowing the 99% survival rate from the disease. This is unconstitutional discrimination. Those 

implementing such conduct or enforcing it must be held accountable for infringing on citizens’ 

civil rights. 

Those who have recovered from the disease have better immunity than those vaccinated. Yet, 

their rights to access places of public accommodation are restricted. This is wrong. All people in 

the USA are equal and must be treated so, even those who have disabilities. 

https://www.health.com/condition/infectious-diseases/coronavirus/norwegian-cruise-line-covid-outbreak


The USA went to extreme lengths to protect the medical privacy of AIDS victims. All medical 

privacy should be protected. No one should be asked to expose any aspect of their medical 

history to access a public facility. 

The Star Advertiser front page article concerned two of your colleagues are being accused of 

bribery. Hawaii corruption is finally being exposed on many fronts. 

Currently there is an international people’s grand jury process, led by medical and legal 

professionals, exposing the planned nature of the “pandemic” that led to the global demand for 

vaccination. I highly recommend all legislators and everyone else watch this process. The 

website is: 

https://rumble.com/vu6g34-grand-jury-opening-statements-abridged-version.html 

  

The World Economic Forum and associates have been trying to implement a global scare that 

would usher in their “Great Reset” where “we the people” will own nothing, but be happy. Just 

as previously planned illnesses (swine flu) did not accomplish their goal, hopefully, crimes 

regarding this fraudulent pandemic will be exposed and those guilty of perpetrating any abuse of 

power will be removed from elected office and other positions of authority (policy, corporation, 

pharmaceutical, medical, police, etc.) and punished according to the law. 

  

Some individuals will eventually be charged with crimes against humanity. Known therapeutics 

and early interventions have been denied to citizens. People have died in cases where they could 

have easily and inexpensively been saved. successful remedies are available over the counter in 

some countries. The experimental “vaccine” could not have received the emergency use 

authorization (EAU) if those directing WHO/CDC/etc. acknowledged that therapeutics already 

existed. Note Section B. 1. d of the governing policy. : 

“d. No Alternatives 

For FDA to issue an EUA, there must be no adequate, approved, and available alternative to the 

candidate product for diagnosing, preventing, or treating the disease or condition. A potential 

alternative product may be considered “unavailable” if there are insufficient supplies of the 

approved alternative to fully meet the emergency need. A potential alternative product may be 

considered "inadequate" if, for example, there are contraindicating data for special circumstances 

or populations (e.g., children, immunocompromised individuals, or individuals with a drug 

allergy), if a dosage form of an approved product is inappropriate for use in a special population 

(e.g., a tablet for individuals who cannot swallow pills), or if the agent is or may be resistant to 

approved and available alternative products.” 

  

https://rumble.com/vu6g34-grand-jury-opening-statements-abridged-version.html
https://rumble.com/vu6g34-grand-jury-opening-statements-abridged-version.html
https://www.fda.gov/regulatory-information/search-fda-guidance-documents/emergency-use-authorization-medical-products-and-related-authorities#criteria


Other medications with known high fatality rates have been made the hospital protocol of choice 

(Remdesivir) which is part of Hawaii’s COVID 19 protocol. Remdesivir is more costly and less 

effective than other COVID treatments. The taxpayer is footing the bill for all this waste. 

  

This “pandemic” needs to be investigated. There has been too much money spent on an illness 

that has a 99% recovery rate. Too many small businesses have been shuttered. Too many lives 

have been lost to depression and suicide. The question is: Where is all the money going? Why 

are “cases” used when cases are derived from a PCR test that is renowned for giving false 

positives and its use supposedly discontinued? It has been reported that only a small percentage 

of “COVID” deaths were caused by COVID alone. 

  

Do not become complicit in this scamdemic. Do not pass HB1571 HD1. 

 

https://rairfoundation.com/first-degree-murder-remdesivir-is-being-used-to-kill-us/
https://medicalkidnap.com/tag/pcr-testing/
https://www.webmd.com/lung/news/20200901/covid-19-primary-not-only-cause-94-percent-of-deaths


HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 1:02:53 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Lianne Blas Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

This vax status is discrimination at its highest level. We the people have the freedom to choose 

what we want to do for out own bodies!!! To have something like this forced on us because of 

our job or to travel is terrible.  

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 1:07:32 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Marcy Nakamura Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

I oppose HB-1571 & VOTE NO ON THIS BILL 

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 1:12:01 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Maggie Costigan Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

“I absolutely OPPOSE this bill. The Covid vaccine should not even be on the agenda! This is 

United States of America, a republic....not a communist country! 

On January 13, 2022, The US Supreme Court ruled against mandatory vaccines for businesses 

with over 100 employees. 

Justice Clarence Thomas wrote “in dissent that the case was about whether the administration 

has the authority to force people, by coercion, to undergo a medical procedure they do not want 

and cannot undo.”  

This government body is overstepping its boundaries and disregarding people’s constitutional 

rights and freedoms and it must stop immediately! 

You are violating personal privacy and HIPAA law and dishonoring the millions who’ve fought 

and died for our freedoms!! 

The government is NOT above God who promises Free Will! The government should never tell 

people what to do with their bodies or force them to show private medical paperwork of any 

kind. That has always been private information and subject to the persons constitutional freedom 

of choice. 

I ask this legislative body to start upholding your oath to defend and support the constitution and 

end this tyranny against the people.  

To top it all off the vaccine DOES NOT make the person immune from getting, 

transmitting  or dying from Covid, but instead puts them at risk for vaccine injuries for 

which Big Pharma has ZERO liability!!! 

If this government truly cares about people, start a “BOOST YOUR IMMUNE SYSTEM” 

campaign, and for this, I will be your champion! 

Why has our human immune system been disregarded? 

Instead this government body is promoting and trying to mandate a man-made synthetic 

injection with NO long-term studies! This MUST END HERE!  



I thank you for standing by your oath to the Constitution and it's people, by providing 

true discernment in your consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Maggie Costigan 

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 1:32:35 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Natasha Noble Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

This bill shouldn't even be on the table, the pandemic is almost over and other countries and 

most states in America are dropping Covid requirements and passports. Proof of vaccination was 

only meant to be temporary. Please oppose this bill. Mahalo  

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 1:47:35 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Adele Henkel Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

I believe the attempt to legislate HB1571 is being done in violation of constitutional parameters, 

medical efficacy, and bioethic law regarding medical experimentation.  I believe the state and 

federal government are acting complicitly in an attack upon the U.S. by an axis of globalists and 

the Chinese Communist Party.   I believe this will eventually be understood broadly by the 

population, and that your actions and these types of laws you are attempting to impliment will be 

seen as treasonous  You may be facing devolution.  You may be seen as having blood on your 

hands. 

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 1:50:51 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Paige McMullin Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

I OPPOSE this bill.  

On January 13, 2022, The US Supreme Court ruled against mandatory vaccines for businesses 

with over 100 employees. 

Justice Clarence Thomas wrote “in dissent that the case was about whether the administration 

has the authority to force people, by coercion, to undergo a medical procedure they do not want 

and cannot undo.” The statement is supported by the Nuremburg Code, put into place following 

unspeakable events of WWII. 

Then, on January 19, 2022, the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) released a study done in New 

York and California, two heavily populated states with high rates of SARS-CoV-2, stating 

that "people who were unvaccinated and did not have a prior COVID-19 infection remained at 

the highest risk of infection and hospitalization, while those who were previously infected, 

both with or without prior vaccination, had the greatest protection."  

The data that has been surfacing from the ongoing research and development of the COVID-19 

vaccinations continues to show that people who are vaccinated can still contract, 

therefore spread, SARS-CoV-2 no matter the variant. This information really nullifies any paper 

that is meant to show a person's "inability" to spread COVID-19. 

Instead of creating legislature to incriminate those for falsifying documents, perhaps one needs to 

assess why people may feel backed into a corner to do something so unagreeable in the first 

place. Hawai'i needs to rewind and look at the broken system of vaccine mandates which have 

actually made our COVID cases soar starting circa June 2021 when the "Safe Travels" program 

started exempting fully vaccinated travlelers from the pre-travel testing requirements. 

Our government is continuing to overstep its boundaries and disregard people's freedoms 

protected by the United States Constitution. 

I ask this legislative body to PLEASE start upholding your oath to defend and support the 

constitution. 

Mahalo nui loa for your time, 



Paige 

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 2:11:32 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Renee Dieperink Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

Dear JHA committee, 

I STRONLY OPPOSE HB1571. Although I am not condoning falsifying documents 

(including fake vaccine cards) the whole idea of mandating vaccine passports or any medical 

procedures for anyone is morally WRONG in the first place. I am PRO body sovereignty. My 

body, my choice. If I don't own my own body, then nothing else matters. 

On top of this, these Covid shots do not even prevent infection or transmission. If you claim they 

do, I'd like to see your evidence where it proves that. (Spoiler: There is none) 

The current shots are aimed at the Alpha variant that is long gone. It's obvious that these shots 

are not working, and neither do masks. And if you think the shots and masks work, then why are 

you afraid of people who don't wear masks or are unvaccinated? 

I implore you to do the right thing and vote NO on HB 1571. We don't need to fuel the 

segregation and create further division around this topic.  

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 2:23:55 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Terri Yoshinaga Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

I strongly oppose.  It is unlawful to mandate a vaccine for a shot that was approved for EU 

only.  A vaccine requires years of rigorous testing to ensure that it is effective without adverse 

reactions.  To have mandated the shot has not been effective, and turns out to be crimes against 

humanity.  All who have participated in this evil agenda will face due justice.  Time to save 

yourselves is now!  God sees and knows all and He is the ultimate judge!  God Bless You for 

your time and consideration. 

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 3:05:13 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Margaret U. Lim Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

HB1571 HD1 is a clear violation of HIPAA law and a clear violation of the Constitution and Bill 

of Rights of multiple states. In particular the Constitution 42 U.S. Code // 1983. Civil Action for 

Deprivation of Rights :  

"Orders, rules, mandates, policies are not Laws, are not binding to Living People, and cannot be 

enforced upon the People as such (See: Cruden v. Neale 2 N.C. 338 May Term 1796)" 

"Mandates, rules, orders or policies that require any of the People, who are healthy, without 

symptoms of communicable infection, to quarantine or be under lockdown, violates the Supreme 

Law of the Land and Declared Rights in the State Constitutions." 

"All laws which are repugnant to the Constitution are null and void" 

Hawaii Constitution Article 1 Section 5: "No person shall be deprived of life, liberty or property 

without due process of law, nor be denied the equal protection of the laws, nor be denied the 

enjoyment of the person's civil rights or be discriminated against in the exercise thereof because 

of race, religion, sex or ancestry." 

You are discriminating against all non-vaccinated persons by denying us equal protection of the 

laws versus the vaccinated group. You are discriminating against the unvaccinated whose 

religious beliefs by conscience cannot accept the injection of foreign fetal material or organic 

materials that would defile our body, which is the temple of God. 

You were elected as servants of the people to uphold the Constitution of the USA and of Hawaii, 

and not to rule dictatorially, giving no heed to the voice of the People.  

You are not to create laws to contradict the U.S. Constitution for political gain. If you disagree 

with the Constitution and Bill of Rights, do it legally by the steps of amending the Constitution. 

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 3:11:48 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Tiphany Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

I sincerely oppose this bill.  The covid vaccine should NOT even be on the agenda!  The United 

States is a free country, not a communist society where people are forced to do what the 

government dictates.   

On January 13, 2022, the US Supreme Court ruled against mandatory vaccines for businesses 

with over 100 employees.  Justice Clarence Thomas wrote "in dissent that the case was about 

whether the administration has the authority to force people, by coercion, to undergo a medical 

procedure they do not want and cannot undo."   

Hawaii's government body is OVERSTEPPING it's boundaries and disregarding people's 

constitutional rights and freedoms.  Stop it!  You work for us. You are violating personal privacy 

and HIPAA law and dishonoring the millions of people who've fought and died protecting our 

freedoms!  

The government should NOT tell people what to do with their bodies or force them to show 

private medical paperwork of anykind.  That has always been and should always be, private 

information and subject to the persons constitutional freedom of choice.   

I ask you, the legistative body that was voted by us - the people of the state, to uphold your oath 

to defend and support the constitution and end this tyranny against the people.   

If you want to do something for the people, start a campaign to promote healthy lifestyle choices 

like exercising, eating fruits and vegetables, not smoking and definitely NOT passing out free 

crack pipes.   

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 3:15:15 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Dawn Poiani Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

Oppose HB 1517 

Dear comittie on Judiciary and financial affairs, 

This bill is rediculous!  The vaccine card was only supposed to be a personal document to keep 

records of vaccine doses.  This card was never supposed to be used as a legal document. 

Additionally coercing people to show medical information to access the world around them is 

wrong on so many levels.    

This is a small bite out of the elephant to push for a digital ID to access business and 

restaurants.  Dangerous in its concept.  Normally I would not oppose a bill that stops people from 

falsifying a document, accept that this particular document was never supposed to be a legal 

document. 

Thank you, 

Please oppose this bill and kill it, 

Dawn Poiani  

zip 96813 

 

http://www.capitol.hawaii.gov/committeepage.aspx?comm=JHA&year=2022


HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 3:17:45 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

David Hioki Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

No matter how well-intented, vaccine mandates are unconstitutional. There are no "emergency" 

provisions in the US Constitution that would allow any government to mandate *anything* -- 

government's role is to protect our natural rights as citizens and provide for the common defense. 

The government's role does not include the protection of personal safety. Personal safety is the 

responsibilty of the the person.  

This law would validate an already unconstitutional mandate. This is wrong. As an elected 

government official, you are *sworn* to uphold the US Constitution. This law would be a direct 

violation of that oath and would invalidate *your* priviledge to represent the people.  

Please do *not* advance this oppressive and unconstitutional legislation.  

David Hioki 

 



Aloha; 
Mahalo for taking your precious time to read and hear what WE the people have to share 
about this crucial topic. 
 
The Covid-19 Vaccination is a proven medical conspiracy, violating our God-given human 
rights of freedom. 
It is a proven genocidal injection with over 1 Million deaths and untold adverse reactions 
that amount to murder of our fellow human beings in the name of an illegitimate agenda 
imposed by rich and powerful oligarchs for the purposes of corporate profit.  
The proof of information is widely available anywhere but on mainstream media. 
 
Here is only 1 of many (about 17) Vaccine Adverse Reaction platforms and important to 
know that only 1-10% gets reported by doctors and hospitals who are actually obliged to 
report... 
https://openvaers.com/covid-data 
 
Dr. David Martin is perhaps the clearest example in the civilian sector. 
Please listen to his HIGHLY IMPORTANT LIFESAVING INFORMATION  
incl. 100% EVIDENCE that the injections are BIOWEAPONS. 
part 1: 
https://www.bitchute.com/video/ZEWxAXFfHVka/ 
+ 
uncensored part 2: 
https://speakingaboutnews.com/dr-david-martin-who-they-are-the-names-and-faces-of-
the-people-who-are-killing-humanity/ 

Thousands of medical doctors and scientists worldwide have spoken out at their personal 
and professional risk giving scientific proof of the presence of HIGHLY TOXIC Graphene Oxide 
and Graphene Hydroxide not only in the so called VACCINES, also in MASKS and SWABS of 
the PCR tests. 
 

The so called vaccines themselves are documented by scientific examination to contain 
genetically-altering materials, toxic graphene oxide and graphene hydroxide which are 
electro magnetically sensitive to 5G (EMF) radiation and cross the blood brain barrier and 
causing severe clotting, myocarditis and often death. 
 

Illegal unlawful mandates imposing this are destroying our economy, our social structures 
public and private and our health. 
Furthermore our keiki are at high risk by related vaccine caused sterility in young adults and 
vaccine adverse reactions in mandated school experimental injections called vaccines. 

We as electronically sensitive beings are also negatively influenced by these frequencies. 
Furthermore as an island-born keiki o ka aina a mask interrupts our flow of divine breath or 
ha and hampers our relation with our common Creator. For these and many more reasons I, 
Malama Thornton E. Chamberlin, vehemently oppose HB 1571. 
 
Mahalo for taking your precious time for WE the PEOPLE to be heard. 
Always best aloha 
Malama Thornton E. Chamberlin 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 3:37:32 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Max Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

I OPPOSE Bill HB 1571 on the grounds that such a bill already indicates that current legislation 

regarding COVID-19 has already infringed, or is close to infringing, the rights of individuals to 

freely make decisions regarding their physical health and well-being.  A bill such as HB 1571 is 

not, in my opinion, a bill that will protect the rights of citizens, but merely produces more 

divisiveness in an already fractured country.   

  

Max 

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 3:38:51 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

C. Vierra Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

I oppose this bill.  

For nearly two years we’ve only been fed one narrative from our government and 

media…”Vaccination is the best and only way to stop the spread of covid and end this 

pandemic.”    As of today, 75% of our State is vaccinated.  Over 500,000 third doses have 

been administered and a fourth dose authorized in one year of this vaccine’s 

availability.  Also over 100,000 Hawai’i residents have already recovered from COVID-19, 

yet we just had more cases, hospitalizations and deaths than we’ve ever had over the 

holiday break.   

With this Covid vaccine, you can still contract SARS CoV-2, still transmit SARS CoV-2, 

you are still supposed to wear a mask, you are still supposed to social distance, you can still 

be hospitalized with COVID and you can still die from it.  So what has the vaccine and 

Hawai’i Safe Access program changed?  The only thing that's changed is the unvaccinated 

person’s access to a normal social life and public accommodations.  The vaccine card gives 

you access to what used to be our normal rights, rights that are now privileges.  Even 

though it’s abundantly clear that vaccinated and unvaccinated can get and spread SARS 

CoV-2 and that 98% of people that contract it, do not end up hospitalized or dead. This 

information was always available, however our leaders chose to disregard it.  

I hope you choose to take a stand against segregation and discrimination, oppose this bill 

and tear up your vaccine cards.  By now, you've either had covid or know MANY double 

vaxxed and boosted people who have. You know your vaccine status and card is irrelevant 

and just a tool for control.   Moreover, your vaccine status and card should be your 

buisness, not the hostess at Big City Diner or Genki.  There should be no gatekeepers to 

services, especially when sick vaccinated and unvaccinated people pose no differential 

health risk to our community, just as healthy vaccinated and unvaccinated people pose no 

differential health risk.    

Once again, I oppose this bill.  

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 3:46:08 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Vernelle Oku Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

I strongly oppose this bill which will give illegal police type authority to businesses, churches, 

etc to enforce unlawful "mandates," not created by the legislature, but instead by random 

announcements from Governor Ige or Mayor Blangiardi.  Hawaii is not a dictatorship or 

communist state and we should not be allowing one or two people to have this kind of power 

over the majority with no end in sight.  Our government is behaving like the people have no 

rights and have to be subjected to the unconstitutional mandates of the current leadership. 

I am very surprised that any legislator would support this and disheartened that there is no regard 

for the oath all legislators have sworn to protect the US and the Hawaii state constitution. 

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 3:48:54 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Kestrel Sutton Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

We Family of 8 Suttons Opose 1571 HD1  

we will and always want our freedom when it concerns Our bodies our choice and Not to ever be 

in violation of "you "whom we the people have Votes for as Our Representatives !!  

Remember : it is the general public you are working on behalf of.  

Bless that fact ! AcT with integrity!!  

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 4:08:57 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Peter Finnegan Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

As time passes, more data shows the ineffectiveness of the current Covid vaccines, especially 

against ever changing variants, as well as the high level of adverse reactions. No person should 

be mandated to take any experimental treatments. These ill conceived mandates are not lawful. 

HB1571 HD1 is a clear violation of HIPAA law and a clear violation of the Constitution and Bill 

of Rights of multiple states. In particular the Constitution 42 U.S. Code // 1983. Civil Action for 

Deprivation of Rights :  

"Orders, rules, mandates, policies are not Laws, are not binding to Living People, and cannot be 

enforced upon the People as such (See: Cruden v. Neale 2 N.C. 338 May Term 1796)" 

"Mandates, rules, orders or policies that require any of the People, who are healthy, without 

symptoms of communicable infection, to quarantine or be under lockdown, violates the Supreme 

Law of the Land and Declared Rights in the State Constitutions." 

"All laws which are repugnant to the Constitution are null and void" 

Hawaii Constitution Article 1 Section 5: "No person shall be deprived of life, liberty or property 

without due process of law, nor be denied the equal protection of the laws, nor be denied the 

enjoyment of the person's civil rights or be discriminated against in the exercise thereof because 

of race, religion, sex or ancestry." 

You are discriminating against all non-vaccinated persons by denying us equal protection of the 

laws versus the vaccinated group. You are discriminating against the unvaccinated whose 

sincerely held religious beliefs are against experimental treatment mandates. 

You were elected as servants of the people to uphold the Constitution of the USA and of Hawaii, 

and not to rule dictatorially, giving no heed to the voice of the People.  

You are not to create laws to contradict the U.S. Constitution for political gain. If you disagree 

with the Constitution and Bill of Rights, do it legally by the steps of amending the Constitution. 
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HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 4:10:40 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Gabrielle Pacheco Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

Hello, 

I would like to take this time to be heard, my family and I, absolutely oppose this bill. First of all, 

this vaccine passport shouldn't even be on the agenda. The COVID-19 vaccine is an 

experimental vaccine that should NOT be forced upon the people of Hawaii. The people you 

swore to represent. The vaccine status of ANY person should be a private matter between a 

doctor and their patient. It should NEVER be considered public knowledge and any persons 

RIGHT to know the vaccination status of another person. If this bill is passed you are 

DISHONORING the lives of millions who fought for our individual rights and freedoms.  

 

There are NO LONG TERM studies on this vaccine. There is NO LIABILITY to the 

manufacturer for the many adverse events as a direct result of the vaccine. The VAERS system 

reports ONLY A FRACTION of the actual adverse events from this vaccine. 

  

On January 13, 2022 the US Supreme Court ruled against the implementation of the 

unconstitutional vaccine mandate on businesses with over 100 employees. Justice Clarence 

Thomas wrote, "in dissent that the case was about whether the administration has the authority to 

force people, by coercion, to undergo a medical procedure they do not want and cannot undo.”  

The vaccine does not create immunity as we all know. The "break through" cases we are seeing, 

are now starting to seem as though they are NOT break throughs at all, they are the majority. I 

am asking you, the legislative branch, to uphold your oath to defend and support the constitution. 

Do not even entertain the idea of prosecuting those who have "fake vaccine cards" because of the 

coercion from our very own government forced them to resort to this in order to live "freely."  

Think about us, think about the thousands, if not millions of citizens that you are sowing seeds 

of fear, division, & distrust of our own governing body. This over stepping of the goverment 

MUST STOP! Kill this bill, HB1571 and work tirelessly to regain our trust.  
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HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 4:13:52 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

M Vasaturo Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

Dear Legislators, 

HB1571 HD1 is a clear violation of HIPAA law and a clear violation of the Constitution and Bill 

of Rights of multiple states. In particular the Constitution 42 U.S. Code // 1983. Civil Action for 

Deprivation of Rights : 

"Orders, rules, mandates, policies are not Laws, are not binding to Living People, and cannot be 

enforced upon the People as such (See: Cruden v. Neale 2 N.C. 338 May Term 1796)" 

"Mandates, rules, orders or policies that require any of the People, who are healthy, without 

symptoms of communicable infection, to quarantine or be under lockdown, violates the Supreme 

Law of the Land and Declared Rights in the State Constitutions." 

"All laws which are repugnant to the Constitution are null and void" 

Hawaii Constitution Article 1 Section 5: "No person shall be deprived of life, liberty or property 

without due process of law, nor be denied the equal protection of the laws, nor be denied the 

enjoyment of the person's civil rights or be discriminated against in the exercise thereof because 

of race, religion, sex or ancestry." 

You are discriminating against all non-vaccinated persons by denying us equal protection of the 

laws versus the vaccinated group. You are discriminating against the unvaccinated whose 

religious beliefs by conscience cannot accept the injection of foreign fetal material or organic 

materials that would defile our body, which is the temple of God. 

Additionally, it within our constitutional rights to have the freedom to choose medical 

procedures, treatments, vacinations, devices, most notably when ample evidence indicatess that 

hundreds of thousands of people are injured by the COVID-19 vaccinations.  Many of died 

subsequent to vaccination.   

You were elected as servants of the people to uphold the Constitution of the USA and of Hawaii, 

and not to rule dictatorially, giving no heed to the voice of the People. Please protect our 

freedoms, to choose medical interventions, our freedom of information, freedom of religion and 

of our humanity in general.   
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The vaccines are experimental! 

HB1571 HD1 is a clear violation of HIPAA law and a clear violation of the Constitution and Bill 

of Rights of multiple states. In particular the Constitution 42 U.S. Code // 1983. Civil Action for 

Deprivation of Rights : 

"Orders, rules, mandates, policies are not Laws, are not binding to Living People, and cannot be 

enforced upon the People as such (See: Cruden v. Neale 2 N.C. 338 May Term 1796)" 

"Mandates, rules, orders or policies that require any of the People, who are healthy, without 

symptoms of communicable infection, to quarantine or be under lockdown, violates the Supreme 

Law of the Land and Declared Rights in the State Constitutions." 

"All laws which are repugnant to the Constitution are null and void" 

Hawaii Constitution Article 1 Section 5: "No person shall be deprived of life, liberty or property 

without due process of law, nor be denied the equal protection of the laws, nor be denied the 

enjoyment of the person's civil rights or be discriminated against in the exercise thereof because 

of race, religion, sex or ancestry." 

You are discriminating against all non-vaccinated persons by denying us equal protection of the 

laws versus the vaccinated group. You are discriminating against the unvaccinated whose 

religious beliefs by conscience cannot accept the injection of foreign fetal material or organic 

materials that would defile our body, which is the temple of God. 

You were elected as servants of the people to uphold the Constitution of the USA and of Hawaii, 

and not to rule dictatorially, giving no heed to the voice of the People. 

You are not to create laws to contradict the U.S. Constitution for political gain. 

You are not to create laws to contradict the U.S. Constitution for political gain. 

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 4:20:21 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Vikki Pfendler Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

I strongly oppose this bill because it clearly shows the government is way overstepping it's 

boundaries and is trampling upon the rights of the people.  This bill is a violation of the HIPAA 

law.  Please uphold the oath you took to take office here in the state of Hawaii.  Please uphold 

and defend the constitution of the state of Hawaii. 

Please note that according to 18 U.S.C. section 2331,  it is a crime for the government to 

intimidate or coece a civilian population to do any act that would be dangerous to human 

life.  By trying to have a vaccine mandate or even try to ask the public to show that personal 

information is showing that the government is trying to coerce the people to take a vaccine that 

they would not otherwise take so that they could participate in normal life.    This is clearly 

coercion.   
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HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 4:20:47 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Larry Duclayan Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

I unequivocally OPPOSE HB1571 HD1. 
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HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 4:25:03 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

mari pereira Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

Mandates are unconstitutional. 

Once Healthy People are dying from the covid 19 injection. 

To start--watch/ listen to 

"Covid 19: A Second Opinion"  Senator Ron Johnson 

Listen to these honest doctors. 

This Bill should not be anything you have any say in--you do not speak for me. 

I oppose this and anything like it. 

No mandates for anyone. 
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HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 4:56:46 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Thomas Rrppuhn Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

NO NO NO.    You think you are doing a greater good.  But you are opening the door to more 

tyranny!   The constitution was made to protect the people from this very type of government 

abuse!  And if you can't see that, well no tyrant goverment ever did.  Thats the whole 

point.   This violates all liberties of a free people.  Absoutly NO!!!!!!!  Stop this bill 

Immediately!!!!  

The road to hell is paved with good intentions! 
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HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 5:10:42 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Erin Sim Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

HB1571 HD1 is a clear violation of HIPAA law and a clear violation of the Constitution and Bill 

of Rights of multiple states. In particular the Constitution 42 U.S. Code // 1983. Civil Action for 

Deprivation of Rights :  

"Orders, rules, mandates, policies are not Laws, are not binding to Living People, and cannot be 

enforced upon the People as such (See: Cruden v. Neale 2 N.C. 338 May Term 1796)" 

"Mandates, rules, orders or policies that require any of the People, who are healthy, without 

symptoms of communicable infection, to quarantine or be under lockdown, violates the Supreme 

Law of the Land and Declared Rights in the State Constitutions." 

"All laws which are repugnant to the Constitution are null and void" 

Hawaii Constitution Article 1 Section 5: "No person shall be deprived of life, liberty or property 

without due process of law, nor be denied the equal protection of the laws, nor be denied the 

enjoyment of the person's civil rights or be discriminated against in the exercise thereof because 

of race, religion, sex or ancestry." 

You are discriminating against all non-vaccinated persons by denying us equal protection of the 

laws versus the vaccinated group. You are discriminating against the unvaccinated whose 

religious beliefs by conscience cannot accept the injection of foreign fetal material or organic 

materials that would defile our body, which is the temple of God. 

You were elected as servants of the people to uphold the Constitution of the USA and of Hawaii, 

and not to rule dictatorially, giving no heed to the voice of the People.  

You are not to create laws to contradict the U.S. Constitution for political gain. If you disagree 

with the Constitution and Bill of Rights, do it legally by the steps of amending the Constitution. 
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HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 5:18:32 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Kenneth Ordenstein Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

FIRST, debate whether a business like a grocery store, the neighborhood 7-11, Daiei, the 

Cheesecake Factory, Morton’s, or Consolidated theaters CAN or SHOULD have access to my 

medical records, procedures, and medical history or my religious beliefs. Furthermore, do these 

businesses even want to be involved in vetting my medical records? 

Second, do we really need to go down this slippery slope of criminalizing vaccine status? Step 

by step, inch by inch this is where bills like this take us; make criminals out of those choose not 

to vaccinate. Plus, this is specific for a specific virus and references a specific invasive medical 

procedure that breaks the skin with effects that cannot be undone, except of course for the effects 

it was designed for which wane in four to six months. By now, we all know friends and relatives 

who are vaxxed, boosted and still infected with COVID. Maybe this is what should be criminal. 
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HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 5:26:45 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Annie Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

HB1571 HD1 is a clear violation of HIPAA law and a clear violation of the Constitution and Bill 

of Rights of multiple states. In particular the Constitution 42 U.S. Code // 1983. Civil Action for 

Deprivation of Rights :  

"Orders, rules, mandates, policies are not Laws, are not binding to Living People, and cannot be 

enforced upon the People as such (See: Cruden v. Neale 2 N.C. 338 May Term 1796)" 

"Mandates, rules, orders or policies that require any of the People, who are healthy, without 

symptoms of communicable infection, to quarantine or be under lockdown, violates the Supreme 

Law of the Land and Declared Rights in the State Constitutions." 

"All laws which are repugnant to the Constitution are null and void" 

Hawaii Constitution Article 1 Section 5: "No person shall be deprived of life, liberty or property 

without due process of law, nor be denied the equal protection of the laws, nor be denied the 

enjoyment of the person's civil rights or be discriminated against in the exercise thereof because 

of race, religion, sex or ancestry." 

You are discriminating against all non-vaccinated persons by denying us equal protection of the 

laws versus the vaccinated group. You are discriminating against the unvaccinated whose 

religious beliefs by conscience cannot accept the injection of foreign fetal material or organic 

materials that would defile our body, which is the temple of God. 

You were elected as servants of the people to uphold the Constitution of the USA and of Hawaii, 

and not to rule dictatorially, giving no heed to the voice of the People.  

You are not to create laws to contradict the U.S. Constitution for political gain. If you disagree 

with the Constitution and Bill of Rights, do it legally by the steps of amending the Constitution. 
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HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 5:27:36 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Joelle Seashell Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

You folks need to step off and Stand down with your tyrannical legislation. Government has no 

right to know anything about my body much less mandate or legislate I do anything to or have to 

report anything about my body to anyone. You are in heavy violation of the oaths you took.  
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HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 5:43:02 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Gail Smith Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

Vaccination status is / should be a private matter between a person and one's doctor.  I oppose 

the government's invasion into one's private matters.   Please reconsider your decision before it's 

too late. 

Mahalo for your time, 

Gail Smith 
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HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 5:43:03 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Liann Young Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

I OPPOSE this bill. The Covid vaccine should not be on the agenda! This bill would be violating 

personal privacy and HIPAA law. 

On January 13, 2022, The US Supreme Court ruled against mandatory vaccines for businesses 

with over 100 employees.  

Justice Clarence Thomas wrote “in dissent that the case was about whether the administration 

has the authority to force people, by coercion, to undergo a medical procedure they do not want 

and cannot undo.”  
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HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 5:54:09 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Deborah Barbour Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

You will be held accountable for the beginning of tracking free citizens.  The use of a person's 

private medical information to be able to move freely in society is the act of a communist 

country.  Our country will fail if you follow this path.  Our state already is failing because of the 

foolish decisions made by the current government leadership.  Be wise and keep us a free State 

and Nation. 
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HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 5:57:37 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Maria Rizzo Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

  

I OPPOSE bill HB1571. Passing this bill is a complete government overstep of its’ role and 

a total disregard for people’s constitutional rights and freedoms. This bill is in violation of 

personal’s privacy and HIPAA law, and furthermore, will criminalize otherwise law-

abiding citizens for their medical choices. 

Bills regarding Covid-19 vaccines and restrictions have no business being introduced or, 

more so, passed through legislation. Covid-19 vaccines are experimental vaccines that have 

not gone through the required clinical trials to prove safety. The animals in the pre-trials 

either died or became so sick they had to be euthanized. There are over 1,000 different 

studies that show extensive evidence of COVID-19 vaccines adverse events. There is a 

significant amount of risk with these experimental vaccines.  When there’s a risk, there 

must be a choice. 

Justice Clarence Thomas wrote “in dissent that the case was about whether the 

administration has the authority to force people, by coercion, to undergo a medical 

procedure they do not want and cannot undo.” The Nuremburg Code was established to 

hold those responsible for forcing or coercing people to undergo a medical procedure 

accountable.  This including those who are complicit, and ‘just following orders’ is no 

excuse. 

On January 13, 2022, the US Supreme Court ruled against mandatory vaccines for 

businesses with over 100 employees. Several US States and other countries around the 

world have ended Covid-19 mandates.  It’s only a matter of time until other States and 

countries follow. 

Government has no authority to tell people what to do with their bodies or force them to 

show private medical paperwork or ‘vaccine’ status. That is personal medical information 

and subject to the persons constitutional freedom of choice. 

I urge this legislative body to upholding your oath to defend and support the constitution by 

rejecting HB1571. In doing so, you will be honoring the millions who have fought and died 

for our freedoms. 
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HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 5:58:54 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Lauren Emoto-Barnhill Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

HB1571 HD1 is a clear violation of HIPAA law and a clear 

violation of the Constitution and Bill of Rights of multiple states. 

In particular the Constitution 42 U.S. Code // 1983. Civil Action 

for Deprivation of Rights :  

"Orders, rules, mandates, policies are not Laws, are not binding to 

Living People, and cannot be enforced upon the People as such 

(See: Cruden v. Neale 2 N.C. 338 May Term 1796)" 

"Mandates, rules, orders or policies that require any of the People, 

who are healthy, without symptoms of communicable infection, to 

quarantine or be under lockdown, violates the Supreme Law of the 

Land and Declared Rights in the State Constitutions." 

"All laws which are repugnant to the Constitution are null and 

void" 

Hawaii Constitution Article 1 Section 5: "No person shall be 

deprived of life, liberty or property without due process of law, nor 

be denied the equal protection of the laws, nor be denied the 

enjoyment of the person's civil rights or be discriminated against in 

the exercise thereof because of race, religion, sex or ancestry." 

You are discriminating against all non-vaccinated persons by 

denying us equal protection of the laws versus the vaccinated 

group. You are discriminating against the unvaccinated whose 

religious beliefs by conscience cannot accept the injection of 

foreign fetal material or organic materials that would defile our 

body, which is the temple of God. 

You were elected as servants of the people to uphold the 

Constitution of the USA and of Hawaii, and not to rule 

dictatorially, giving no heed to the voice of the People.  
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You are not to create laws to contradict the U.S. Constitution for 

political gain. If you disagree with the Constitution and Bill of 

Rights, do it legally by the steps of amending the Constitution. 

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 6:05:19 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Shelie  Individual Support No 

 

 

Comments:  

HB1571 HD1 is a clear violation of HIPAA law and a clear violation of the Constitution and Bill 

of Rights of multiple states. In particular the Constitution 42 U.S. Code // 1983. Civil Action for 

Deprivation of Rights :  

"Orders, rules, mandates, policies are not Laws, are not binding to Living People, and cannot be 

enforced upon the People as such (See: Cruden v. Neale 2 N.C. 338 May Term 1796)" 

"Mandates, rules, orders or policies that require any of the People, who are healthy, without 

symptoms of communicable infection, to quarantine or be under lockdown, violates the Supreme 

Law of the Land and Declared Rights in the State Constitutions." 

"All laws which are repugnant to the Constitution are null and void" 

Hawaii Constitution Article 1 Section 5: "No person shall be deprived of life, liberty or property 

without due process of law, nor be denied the equal protection of the laws, nor be denied the 

enjoyment of the person's civil rights or be discriminated against in the exercise thereof because 

of race, religion, sex or ancestry." 

You are discriminating against all non-vaccinated persons by denying us equal protection of the 

laws versus the vaccinated group. You are discriminating against the unvaccinated whose 

religious beliefs by conscience cannot accept the injection of foreign fetal material or organic 

materials that would defile our body, which is the temple of God. 

You were elected as servants of the people to uphold the Constitution of the USA and of Hawaii, 

and not to rule dictatorially, giving no heed to the voice of the People.  

You are not to create laws to contradict the U.S. Constitution for political gain. If you disagree 

with the Constitution and Bill of Rights, do it legally by the steps of amending the Constitution. 
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HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 6:06:39 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Edelyn Ragasa Individual Support No 

 

 

Comments:  

HB1571 HD1 is a clear violation of HIPAA law and a clear violation of the Constitution and Bill 

of Rights of multiple states. In particular the Constitution 42 U.S. Code // 1983. Civil Action for 

Deprivation of Rights :  

"Orders, rules, mandates, policies are not Laws, are not binding to Living People, and cannot be 

enforced upon the People as such (See: Cruden v. Neale 2 N.C. 338 May Term 1796)" 

"Mandates, rules, orders or policies that require any of the People, who are healthy, without 

symptoms of communicable infection, to quarantine or be under lockdown, violates the Supreme 

Law of the Land and Declared Rights in the State Constitutions." 

"All laws which are repugnant to the Constitution are null and void" 

Hawaii Constitution Article 1 Section 5: "No person shall be deprived of life, liberty or property 

without due process of law, nor be denied the equal protection of the laws, nor be denied the 

enjoyment of the person's civil rights or be discriminated against in the exercise thereof because 

of race, religion, sex or ancestry." 

You are discriminating against all non-vaccinated persons by denying us equal protection of the 

laws versus the vaccinated group. You are discriminating against the unvaccinated whose 

religious beliefs by conscience cannot accept the injection of foreign fetal material or organic 

materials that would defile our body, which is the temple of God. 

You were elected as servants of the people to uphold the Constitution of the USA and of Hawaii, 

and not to rule dictatorially, giving no heed to the voice of the People.  

You are not to create laws to contradict the U.S. Constitution for political gain. If you disagree 

with the Constitution and Bill of Rights, do it legally by the steps of amending the Constitution. 
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HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 6:21:16 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

jonathan lim Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

HB1571 HD1 is a clear violation of HIPAA law and a clear violation of the Constitution and Bill 

of Rights of multiple states. In particular the Constitution 42 U.S. Code // 1983. Civil Action for 

Deprivation of Rights :  

"Orders, rules, mandates, policies are not Laws, are not binding to Living People, and cannot be 

enforced upon the People as such (See: Cruden v. Neale 2 N.C. 338 May Term 1796)" 

"Mandates, rules, orders or policies that require any of the People, who are healthy, without 

symptoms of communicable infection, to quarantine or be under lockdown, violates the Supreme 

Law of the Land and Declared Rights in the State Constitutions." 

"All laws which are repugnant to the Constitution are null and void" 

Hawaii Constitution Article 1 Section 5: "No person shall be deprived of life, liberty or property 

without due process of law, nor be denied the equal protection of the laws, nor be denied the 

enjoyment of the person's civil rights or be discriminated against in the exercise thereof because 

of race, religion, sex or ancestry." 

You are discriminating against all non-vaccinated persons by denying us equal protection of the 

laws versus the vaccinated group. You are discriminating against the unvaccinated whose 

religious beliefs by conscience cannot accept the injection of foreign fetal material or organic 

materials that would defile our body, which is the temple of God. 

You were elected as servants of the people to uphold the Constitution of the USA and of Hawaii, 

and not to rule dictatorially, giving no heed to the voice of the People.  

You are not to create laws to contradict the U.S. Constitution for political gain. If you disagree 

with the Constitution and Bill of Rights, do it legally by the steps of amending the Constitution. 
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HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 6:23:52 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Ning Li Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

HB1571 HD1 is a clear violation of HIPAA law and a clear violation of the Constitution and Bill 

of Rights of multiple states. In particular the Constitution 42 U.S. Code // 1983. Civil Action for 

Deprivation of Rights :  

"Orders, rules, mandates, policies are not Laws, are not binding to Living People, and cannot be 

enforced upon the People as such (See: Cruden v. Neale 2 N.C. 338 May Term 1796)" 

"Mandates, rules, orders or policies that require any of the People, who are healthy, without 

symptoms of communicable infection, to quarantine or be under lockdown, violates the Supreme 

Law of the Land and Declared Rights in the State Constitutions." 

"All laws which are repugnant to the Constitution are null and void" 

Hawaii Constitution Article 1 Section 5: "No person shall be deprived of life, liberty or property 

without due process of law, nor be denied the equal protection of the laws, nor be denied the 

enjoyment of the person's civil rights or be discriminated against in the exercise thereof because 

of race, religion, sex or ancestry." 

You are discriminating against all non-vaccinated persons by denying us equal protection of the 

laws versus the vaccinated group. You are discriminating against the unvaccinated whose 

religious beliefs by conscience cannot accept the injection of foreign fetal material or organic 

materials that would defile our body, which is the temple of God. 

You were elected as servants of the people to uphold the Constitution of the USA and of Hawaii, 

and not to rule dictatorially, giving no heed to the voice of the People.  

You are not to create laws to contradict the U.S. Constitution for political gain. If you disagree 

with the Constitution and Bill of Rights, do it legally by the steps of amending the Constitution. 
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HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 6:41:29 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

michelle Blacconiere  Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

I oppose all mandates to include vaccine passports, mask mandates and any and all mandates that 

conflict with citizens constitutional rights and freedoms!  
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HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 6:43:42 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Mitchell Vierra Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

Businesses should not have access to a person's private medical information, nor should they be 

in a position to judge a person's medical exemptions or religious beliefs.   Moreover, being 

vaccinated does nothing but possibly protect the person that received the vaccine from severe 

disease and death.  Vaccination does not prevent infection nor transmission thus the issue of a 

vaccine card is moot if its being used in the interest of public health.  If we are still promoting 

"stop the spread" through vaccination (which is clearly not possible) and coercing others to 

vaccinate by threatening the removal of jobs and services, that should be what's criminalized.   

I oppose.  

Mitchell Vierra 
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HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 6:55:51 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Kristina millies Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

Why would a vaccinated status matter now? 

it never did before to enter a store , restaurant and fly etc. 

More so to prove that one got a covid vaccinate that's not even approved from The FDA ! 

  

It should be ones choice to get a vaccination as it has always been before covid. 

  

It's our God given right to choose what's put into our body, not the governments. 

  

I oppose this bill HB1571 because this is non constitutional and it's against the law for us to have 

to prove our vaccinated status to enter a restaurant , fly etc . 
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HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 7:07:52 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Natasha Thorne Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

HB1571 HD1 is a clear violation of HIPAA law and a clear violation of the Constitution and Bill 

of Rights of multiple states. In particular the Constitution 42 U.S. Code // 1983. Civil Action for 

Deprivation of Rights : 

"Orders, rules, mandates, policies are not Laws, are not binding to Living People, and cannot be 

enforced upon the People as such (See: Cruden v. Neale 2 N.C. 338 May Term 1796)" 

"Mandates, rules, orders or policies that require any of the People, who are healthy, without 

symptoms of communicable infection, to quarantine or be under lockdown, violates the Supreme 

Law of the Land and Declared Rights in the State Constitutions." 

"All laws which are repugnant to the Constitution are null and void" 

Hawaii Constitution Article 1 Section 5: "No person shall be deprived of life, liberty or property 

without due process of law, nor be denied the equal protection of the laws, nor be denied the 

enjoyment of the person's civil rights or be discriminated against in the exercise thereof because 

of race, religion, sex or ancestry." 

You are discriminating against all non-vaccinated persons by denying us equal protection of the 

laws versus the vaccinated group. You are discriminating against the unvaccinated whose 

religious beliefs by conscience cannot accept the injection of foreign fetal material or organic 

materials that would defile our body, which is the temple of God. 

You were elected as servants of the people to uphold the Constitution of the USA and of Hawaii, 

and not to rule dictatorially, giving no heed to the voice of the People. 

You are not to create laws to contradict the U.S. Constitution for political gain. If you disagree 

with the Constitution and Bill of Rights, do it legally by the steps of amending the Constitution. 
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HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 7:10:03 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Joseph M. Meyer Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

HB1571 HD1 is a clear violation of HIPAA law and 

a clear violation of the Constitution and Bill of 

Rights of multiple states. In particular the 

Constitution 42 U.S. Code // 1983. Civil Action for 

Deprivation of Rights :  

"Orders, rules, mandates, policies are not Laws, are 

not binding to Living People, and cannot be 

enforced upon the People as such (See: Cruden v. 

Neale 2 N.C. 338 May Term 1796)" 

"Mandates, rules, orders or policies that require any 

of the People, who are healthy, without symptoms 

of communicable infection, to quarantine or be 

under lockdown, violates the Supreme Law of the 

Land and Declared Rights in the State 

Constitutions." 

"All laws which are repugnant to the Constitution 

are null and void" 

Hawaii Constitution Article 1 Section 5: "No person 

shall be deprived of life, liberty or property without 

due process of law, nor be denied the equal 

protection of the laws, nor be denied the enjoyment 

of the person's civil rights or be discriminated 

against in the exercise thereof because of race, 

religion, sex or ancestry." 

You are discriminating against all non-vaccinated 

persons by denying us equal protection of the laws 

versus the vaccinated group. You are discriminating 

against the unvaccinated whose religious beliefs by 

conscience cannot accept the injection of foreign 
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fetal material or organic materials that would defile 

our body, which is the temple of God. 

You were elected as servants of the people to 

uphold the Constitution of the USA and of Hawaii, 

and not to rule dictatorially, giving no heed to the 

voice of the People.  

You are not to create laws to contradict the U.S. 

Constitution for political gain. If you disagree with 

the Constitution and Bill of Rights, do it legally by 

the steps of amending the Constitution. 

 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 7:12:02 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Mark Lim Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

HB1571 HD1 is a clear violation of HIPAA law and a clear violation of the Constitution and Bill 

of Rights of multiple states. In particular the Constitution 42 U.S. Code // 1983. Civil Action for 

Deprivation of Rights :  

"Orders, rules, mandates, policies are not Laws, are not binding to Living People, and cannot be 

enforced upon the People as such (See: Cruden v. Neale 2 N.C. 338 May Term 1796)" 

"Mandates, rules, orders or policies that require any of the People, who are healthy, without 

symptoms of communicable infection, to quarantine or be under lockdown, violates the Supreme 

Law of the Land and Declared Rights in the State Constitutions." 

"All laws which are repugnant to the Constitution are null and void" 

Hawaii Constitution Article 1 Section 5: "No person shall be deprived of life, liberty or property 

without due process of law, nor be denied the equal protection of the laws, nor be denied the 

enjoyment of the person's civil rights or be discriminated against in the exercise thereof because 

of race, religion, sex or ancestry." 

You are discriminating against all non-vaccinated persons by denying us equal protection of the 

laws versus the vaccinated group. You are discriminating against the unvaccinated whose 

religious beliefs by conscience cannot accept the injection of foreign fetal material or organic 

materials that would defile our body, which is the temple of God. 

You were elected as servants of the people to uphold the Constitution of the USA and of Hawaii, 

and not to rule dictatorially, giving no heed to the voice of the People.  

You are not to create laws to contradict the U.S. Constitution for political gain. If you disagree 

with the Constitution and Bill of Rights, do it legally by the steps of amending the Constitution. 
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HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 7:25:02 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Jack Ebner Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

I OPPOSE bill HB1571. Passing this bill is a complete government overstep of its’ role and a 

total disregard for people’s constitutional rights and freedoms. This bill is in violation of 

personal’s privacy and HIPAA law, and furthermore, will criminalize otherwise law-abiding 

citizens for their medical choices. 

Bills regarding Covid-19 vaccines and restrictions have no business being introduced or, more 

so, passed through legislation. Covid-19 vaccines are experimental vaccines that have not gone 

through the required clinical trials to prove safety. The animals in the pre-trials either died or 

became so sick they had to be euthanized. There are over 1,000 different studies that show 

extensive evidence of COVID-19 vaccines adverse events. There is a significant amount of risk 

with these experimental vaccines.  When there’s a risk, there must be a choice. 

Justice Clarence Thomas wrote “in dissent that the case was about whether the administration 

has the authority to force people, by coercion, to undergo a medical procedure they do not want 

and cannot undo.”  The Nuremberg Code was established to hold those responsible for forcing 

or coercing people to undergo a medical procedure accountable.  This includes those who are 

complicit, and ‘just following orders’ is no excuse. 

On January 13, 2022, the US Supreme Court ruled against mandatory vaccines for businesses 

with over 100 employees. Several US States and other countries around the world have ended 

Covid-19 mandates.  It’s only a matter of time until other States and countries follow. 

Government has no authority to tell people what to do with their bodies or force them to show 

private medical paperwork or ‘vaccine’ status. That is personal medical information and subject 

to the person's constitutional freedom of choice. 

I urge this legislative body to uphold your oath to defend and support the constitution by 

rejecting HB1571. In doing so, you will be honoring the millions who have fought and died for 

our freedoms. 
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HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 7:26:09 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Tyler MacKenzie Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

Aloha,  

I oppose this measure regaurdless of my vaccination status. We have constitutional rights.  

I don't believe that a citizen of the US should ever be put in a position to feel they need to falsify 

something of this nature in order to life their life in public. It is not  a matter of life and death and 

human decency, it is a matter of population control. Yes, there needs to be an awareness and 

common practice centered around physical and mental health. The government should employ a 

sufficient amount of mental/physical leaders in order to make these changes 

affordable,accessible and effective. Not relying on  the church to instill possitivity and 

community; but being the change themselves they choose to see.  If a human continues to disease 

there body and chooses to do so-  despite having the avail to  alternative ways they can live a 

happy and healthy life - that is their choice and they should know what the consequence 

is.  There should also be a large amount of communication that is centered within the economics 

and truth behind how Corporations gain their power and money.  This fear that has been 

installed is a tactic used to control the mind and the masses. I understand there is over 

consumption- but there is a reason.... that it has been glorified.  
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HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 7:35:10 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

jennifer macagnone Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

Aloha I strongly oppose this bill because it violates my rights under HIPPA. My medical choices 

are private and I am protected by the Constitution. 

The government should never tell people what medical choices should be made or force them to 

show private medical papers of any kind.  

You have taken an oath to represent the people and we are saying NO to this bill. Please listen to 

us and do the right thing.  This is America Land of the FREE and the BRAVE. 

Thank you for your service. 

jennifer Macagnone 
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HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 7:48:29 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Desiree Watson Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

Aloha Legislative People, 

I categorically oppose this bill. I strongly feel this bill is overstepping the 

government's authority, is invasive and  is violating our constitutional rights and private health 

freedom. Proof of Vaccination and Vaccine Passports should not be required in the first place 

and then you would not need to fine people for defending their health privacy.  Thank you for 

reading my testimony.. 
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HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 8:05:17 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Marian Diop Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

This is tyrannical and needs to stop now. 
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As a person born here in Hawaii, on Oahu, and as a citizen of the United 

States of America, protected by the constitution and my Creator, I oppose 

with every fiber of my being the passing of this bill as state law. 

This is clearly a violation of an individual's medical privacy. Though 

the premise seems good-intentioned, this is obviously opening the door to 

abuse. 

Please think about your children and future generations. 

It is obviously difficult for you to imagine what it would be like for 

someone else or their children being injured or killed by these 

experimental gene-based therapeutic injection, so try to imagine what it 

would be like if your own child or family member were injured or killed. 

Over these past two years, we've all lost so much. Our livelihoods, our 

quality of life, we've lost friends and family from the "vaccine", and 

now you want to take away our privacy. 

Please think hard about how people would handle it if they have nothing 

left to lose but their privacy, and you take that away as well. 

Please do not trade human dignity for "snake oil" safety. 

Mahalo 
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February 9, 2022 

I strongly oppose this bill.  

First off, we should not even have any vaccine passports, let alone fines for falsifying them. 

The US Supreme Court has already ruled on January 13, 2022, against mandatory vaccines for 

businesses with over 100 employees.  

As Supreme Court Clarence Thomas wrote “in dissent that the case was about whether the 

administration has the authority to force people, by coercion, to undergo a medical procedure 

they do not want and cannot undo.”  

I have been in the healing arts profession for about 20 years so I have spent quite a bit of time 

educating myself about all things Covid. I have became quite alarmed at the blatant lack of 

concern for basic constitutional rights. I have included a list of violations of US and Hawaii 

Constitutional rights and laws.  

It would be good to familiarize yourself with this list.  

I challenge you to remember your oath to the constitutions of our country and state.  

 

Sincerely, 

Marina Poling 

59-065 Kumupali Rd, Haleiwa, HI 96712 

 

 In regards to required vaccines (a medical condition): 

U.S. Title 42, Section 12101: Unlawful to Deny Entry to Persons with Disability or perceived 

medical condition (ADA)  

U.S. Title 52, Civil Rights Act of 1964: Unlawful to Discriminate in place of Public 

Accommodations 

U.S. Americans with Disabilities Act: Unlawful to Deny Entry to Persons with Disability or 

perceived medical condition  

 

 U.S. Constitution, 1st Amendment, Right to Assemble, Right to Freedom of Speech, Right to 

Religious Expression  

U.S. Constitution, 4th Amendment, Right to Privacy 
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Hawaii Constitution, Article 1, Section 2 

Hawaii Constitution, Article 1, Section 4 

Hawaii Professions and Occupations Code 453-2: Practicing medicine without a license 

Hawaii Revised Statutes 489-3: Free and Equal Access to Public Accommodations 

Hawaii Constitution Article 1 Section 5: Protection of equal rights 

Hawaii Civil Rights Commission Chapter 368: Individuals with disabilities have the same rights as 

others 

Hawaii Revised Statutes 489-8: Disabled have full and equal access  

Individuals with disabilities or medical conditions 

Hawaii Business and Professions Code 489-8b: Prohibits a licensed business to deny service 

based on disability or religion 

Hawaii Penal Code 707-721: Unlawful imprisonment 

No claim of an “emergency” or “executive orders” or “health orders” or “city ordinances” 

excuses you from violating the laws set forth in this notice.  

Further, as a place of public accommodation (even as a private business) you have extended an 

irrevocable license (privilege) to the public to enter your establishment and you may not deny 

entry based on race, religion, disability or other protected characteristics.  

THUS: By denying entry to a customer who is not wearing a mask OR having a vaccine passport 

for either medical or religious reasons, a business or government office is IN VIOLATION of at 

least five federal laws and 16 Hawaii state laws, including: 

US Constitution,1st Amendment, 4th Amendment  

US Title 42, US Title 52  



Hawaii Constitution Article 1, sections 2 & 4  

Hawaii Professions and Occupations Code 453-2  

Hawaii Revised Statutes 710-1016.6  

Hawaii Revised Statutes 489-3  

Hawaii Constitution Article 1 Section 5  

Hawaii Civil Rights Commission Chapter 368  

Hawaii Revised Statutes 489-8  

Hawaii Business and Professions Code 489-8b  

Hawaii Penal Code 707-721  

Hawaii Penal Code 711-1101  

Hawaii Penal Code 711-1106  

Hawaii Revised Statutes 707-716  

Hawaii Revised Statutes 705-520 



HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 8:26:52 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Cris Uy Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

HB1571 HD1 is a clear violation of HIPAA law and a clear violation of the Constitution and Bill 

of Rights of multiple states. In particular the Constitution 42 U.S. Code // 1983. Civil Action for 

Deprivation of Rights :  

"Orders, rules, mandates, policies are not Laws, are not binding to Living People, and cannot be 

enforced upon the People as such (See: Cruden v. Neale 2 N.C. 338 May Term 1796)" 

"Mandates, rules, orders or policies that require any of the People, who are healthy, without 

symptoms of communicable infection, to quarantine or be under lockdown, violates the Supreme 

Law of the Land and Declared Rights in the State Constitutions." 

"All laws which are repugnant to the Constitution are null and void" 

Hawaii Constitution Article 1 Section 5: "No person shall be deprived of life, liberty or property 

without due process of law, nor be denied the equal protection of the laws, nor be denied the 

enjoyment of the person's civil rights or be discriminated against in the exercise thereof because 

of race, religion, sex or ancestry." 

You are discriminating against all non-vaccinated persons by denying us equal protection of the 

laws versus the vaccinated group. You are discriminating against the unvaccinated whose 

religious beliefs by conscience cannot accept the injection of foreign fetal material or organic 

materials that would defile our body, which is the temple of God. 

You were elected as servants of the people to uphold the Constitution of the USA and of Hawaii, 

and not to rule dictatorially, giving no heed to the voice of the People.  

You are not to create laws to contradict the U.S. Constitution for political gain. If you disagree 

with the Constitution and Bill of Rights, do it legally by the steps of amending the Constitution. 
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HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 8:26:52 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Timothy Clark Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

This is our right to privacy and this bill is against Hippa. This should not be on the agenda and I 

strongly oppose. 
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HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 8:26:57 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Dayna Wela Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

So the government can inject people with whatever they want, whenever they want and anything 

that happens one minute to one year later is purel coincidence? If you want to build any sort of 

confidence in your experimental jabs maybe you should stop trying to hide 340,000 pages of 

documents from the citizens of the United States.  

I've seen videos of Joe Biden and I can see that he is not a friend of brown-skinned or black-

skinned people from his use of the N-word. You want me to trust an injection being promoted 

from this 79 year old man? I also see that he is trying to hand-out pipes and needles to the 

community with 30 million dollars from taxpayers during Black History Month.  

You people who are supposed to defend the people of Hawaii against enemies foreign and 

domestic are trying to harm us physically, emotionally, and psychologically with your 

demoralizing ad campaign. If I went up to one of you with a needle and said here let me inject 

you and your children with this mystery serum, how would you feel? You can do all the 

photoshoots at vaccine sites that you want, anything can be faked. 

We've also noticed that the definition of vaccine has been changed three times since 2015. I don't 

want a jab, a health pass, a microchip in my hand or in my brain. Leave people alone and let 

them make their own health decisions. We also haven't forgotten about the 1976 Swine Flu 

Campaign btw. 
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HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 8:51:21 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Sara DiGrazia Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

Dear Representatives, 

While I disagree that anyone should falsify their medical information, I heartily believe that we 

should not need a bill like this in our State. I strongly oppose the public sharing of private 

medical information with the security officer at the library door, the hostess at California Pizza 

Kitchen, etc. How are these people qualified and why should they be burdened with having to 

decipher these so-called passports? Worse, how can they be called upon to decide how I pray and 

to whom and what this means in terms of my decision, or not to take this vaccine? I oppose this 

bill (HB1571), because I feel that medical privacy should be honored, one’s spiritual and 

religious beliefs are personal, and that the COVID vaccines should not be mandated in the first 

place.  

Thank you for hearing my testimony, 

Sara DiGrazia 
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HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 9:01:49 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

lauren mekeel bohl Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

Our family strongly opposes this bill. We represent a healthy, educated family that do not believe 

in     Receiving this "vaccination" or MRNA technology/chemistry due to health reasons as well 

as the belief that a virus as this is not avoided nor prevented with such innoculation. It is 

absolutely inhumane to Enforce such invasive trials on the population. Our family who works, 

lives, owns, and contributes to our island community will not be forced to receive anything that 

doesn't feel right and has proven to fail its attempt to prevent this virus.  
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HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 9:16:20 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Kara O'Neill Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

I absolutely OPPOSE this bill. The Covid vaccine should not even be on the agenda! This is 

United States of America not a communist country!  

On January 13, 2022, The US Supreme Court ruled against mandatory vaccines for businesses 

with over 100 employees.  

Justice Clarence Thomas wrote “in dissent that the case was about whether the administration 

has the authority to force people, by coercion, to undergo a medical procedure they do not want 

and cannot undo.”  

This government body is overstepping its boundaries and disregarding people’s constitutional 

rights and freedoms and it must stop immediately! 

You are violating personal privacy and HIPAA law and dishonoring the millions who’ve fought 

and died for our freedoms!! 

The government is NOT above God who promises Free Will! The government should never tell 

people what to do with their bodies or force them to show private medical paperwork of any 

kind. That has always been private information and subject to the persons constitutional freedom 

of choice. 

I ask this legislative body to start upholding your oath to defend and support the constitution and 

end this tyranny against the people.  

To top it all off the vaccine DOES NOT make the person immune from getting or dying from 

Covid but instead puts them at risk for vaccine injuries which Big Pharma has ZERO liability 

for!!!  

If this government cares about people, START A “BOOST YOUR IMMUNE SYSTEM” 

CAMPAIGN!  

Why has our human immune system been disregarded?  

Instead this government body is promoting and trying to mandate a man-made synthetic 

injection with NO long-term studies! This MUST END HERE!  
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HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 9:34:10 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Joann Salakielu Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

Absolutely oppose. Anything regarding vaccination status should be personal confidential HIPA 

protected information, not to be shown to anyone. 
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HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 9:51:27 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Teiji Chiba Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

For months now, the science has been clear that the available Covid-19 vaccines are not effective 

at controlling the disease. Because these vaccines do not prevent people from becoming 

infected and do not stop its spread at all, the vaccination requirements that have been imposed on 

the people of Hawaii are completely pointless and disrupts our lives for no benefit. 

In addition, people of the United States have a right to medical privacy. Knowledge about an 

individual's decision to accept a medical treatment is between the individual and his or her 

physician only, and is no one else's business. Any rules which require people to present medical 

documentation to participate in society are unconstitutional, which means that this bill that is 

intended to deter falsification of one's medical status lacks any legal merit. Do not waste any 

more time on this bill. 
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HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 10:52:31 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Melissa Iwamoto Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

I strongly oppose HB1571 HD1 because medical privacy and HIPAA should be honored, and the 

vaccines should never have been mandated in the first place. Please rise above the efforts to 

further divide our community and turn your attention instead to matters that unite and 

strengthen everyone. 

Mahalo.  
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HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 10:52:31 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Maly Gella Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

This is just one more overreaching, government bill to control every aspect of the people of 

Hawaii! 

As REAL CRIME WORSENS AND OUR HOMELESS POPULATION SOARS, You choose 

to Put your Time and Energy into Criminalizing Individuals who get a fake card to go to the 

movies or eat out?!? And do you really think you will be able to "police" such a law? Do Not 

move this bill any further, it is a Waste of all of our time! End ALL OF THESE RIDICULOUS 

MANDATES & There Would Be ZERO Reason for Such Bills! I Adamently Oppose HB1571! 
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HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 10:57:24 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Lori Glorioso Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

As a practicing healthcare professional, resident of Hawaii, and US citizen, this bill is horrifying 

to me. Not only does this confirm my greatest fears that Hawaii's leadership is unwilling to 

relinquish their newfound control back to it's citizens, but shows the power-hungry, greed, and 

corruption of our politicians. So this means that restaurant employees, religious officials, 

governmental organizations. and various businesses can continue to invade my health and 

personal privacy. These restrictions have greatly impacted and caused decline in my quality of 

life. As I watch the rest of our amazing country and several other countries of the world begin to 

loosen and drop Covid restrictions, I am absolutely appalled that Hawaii continues down this 

road of deception and control. NO ONE should have to present a card to enjoy every 

day activities within their community. 
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HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 11:50:24 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Radamis Dowdel Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

I vehemently oppose this bill. You are violating our rights and 

personal privacy. This is United States of America not a 

communist country! The US Supreme Court ruled against 

mandatory vaccines. The government is overstepping its 

boundaries and disregarding people’s constitutional rights and 

freedoms.  
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HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 11:56:04 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Joey Castro Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

OPPOSE.  
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HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/9/2022 11:58:20 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

andrea m sparks Individual Oppose Yes 

 

 

Comments:  

I strongly oppose HB1571.  My medical records and conditions are inherently mine to discuss if 

and when and if I feel called to share this deeply private information.  No law should be set 

forth to compromise the protection of my right to privacy regarding medical information.  This is 

a grave invasion of the most sacred aspect of my individualism and humanity.  Please do not pass 

this HB into law as it unjustifiably compromise my and all people's right to medical pricavcy and 

sovereignty.   
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HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/10/2022 12:31:05 AM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Alyssa Fung Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

I OPPOSE BILL H1571.  This bill will only give authorization to implement a tracking system 

or database designed to disclose a persons vaccination status.  This is a violation of medical and 

religious privacy.   
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HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/10/2022 12:42:28 AM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Erin Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

My position is I oppose this bill. After having my family go through tragedy and injustice, I 

sought out the truth. The truth lyes within the FLCCC group of elite intensivists who should have 

been the leading our country with their protocols  for the United States. Their protocols work, not 

the ones killing patients in our hospitals. I have suffered issues from being vaccinated, and I 

WILL not do the same to my children! These mandates need to go away, America needs a voice, 

our rights need to be re-established. It starts here and now. We are asking for justice for our 

families, and for the future of our children.  

 -Erin  
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HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/10/2022 5:59:03 AM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Kathleen Douglas Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

As an American I find the entire concept of Vaccine Passports nauseating. 
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HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/10/2022 6:52:49 AM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Kim Wood Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

I strongly oppose HB1571.  
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HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/10/2022 7:23:10 AM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Sara Patton Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

These so-called vaccinations have been proven to be grossly ineffective, as the possibility of 

getting and giving covid still exists. Severe side effects and injuries are very real, and for most 

age groups the risk FAR outweighs any reward. It's time to catch up with the rest of the world 

and give people a choice. Drop the mandates, drop the health passes. Return to freedom. Then 

enforcement and prosecution becomes a NON-issue and we can put our attention on things that 

could ACTUALLY improve our health and well-being in Hawaii. Listen up, legislators, you 

work for US, and there's an election around the corner! 
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HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/10/2022 9:03:41 AM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Jessica Caiazzo Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

Aloha,  I am writing today as I am STRONGLY IN OPPOSITION of HB1571. This proposal is 

not only unconstitutional under the color of law, but absolutely violates who we share our private 

medical information too. Allowing those with no authority to do the governments dirty work is 

absolutely wrong. Not only is the government asking other entities for their jab status, but to then 

proceed to ask for papers to prove it is a HIPPA violation. These illegal mandates and 

regulations are punishment enough and you need to cease and desist. Mandates are not law and 

should have never been here 2 years later. This bill is not for the people or what the people 

desire. The strain has NEVER been isolated in regards to SARS covid 19 according to 

documents requested by the Department of Heath. The harassment must stop. This bill is 

criminal along with the government in its entirety during the handing of a virus on our islands. 

I’m beyond disappointed that we are reverting back in time and believe asking for “papers” is 

appropriate. The government has over stepped its boundary again. These mandates are unlawful, 

the procedures are unlawful, and these act of “proof” are criminal and may be used against you 

in the court of law. I herby demand the public officials voting on this bill remember who they 

serve, remember your oaths. We will be holding you all accountable.  Mahalo. 
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HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/10/2022 9:27:22 AM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Dawn Robinson Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

HB1571 HD1 is a clear violation of HIPAA law and a clear violation of the 

Constitution and Bill of Rights of multiple states. In particular the Constitution 42 

U.S. Code // 1983. Civil Action for Deprivation of Rights :  

"Orders, rules, mandates, policies are not Laws, are not binding to Living People, 

and cannot be enforced upon the People as such (See: Cruden v. Neale 2 N.C. 338 

May Term 1796)" 

"Mandates, rules, orders or policies that require any of the People, who are 

healthy, without symptoms of communicable infection, to quarantine or be under 

lockdown, violates the Supreme Law of the Land and Declared Rights in the State 

Constitutions." 

"All laws which are repugnant to the Constitution are null and void" 

Hawaii Constitution Article 1 Section 5: "No person shall be deprived of life, 

liberty or property without due process of law, nor be denied the equal protection 

of the laws, nor be denied the enjoyment of the person's civil rights or be 

discriminated against in the exercise thereof because of race, religion, sex or 

ancestry." 

You are discriminating against all non-vaccinated persons by denying us equal 

protection of the laws versus the vaccinated group. You are discriminating against 

the unvaccinated whose religious beliefs by conscience cannot accept the 

injection of foreign fetal material or organic materials that would defile our body, 

which is the temple of God. 

You were elected as servants of the people to uphold the Constitution of the USA 

and of Hawaii, and not to rule dictatorially, giving no heed to the voice of the 

People.  

You are not to create laws to contradict the U.S. Constitution for political gain. If 

you disagree with the Constitution and Bill of Rights, do it legally by the steps of 

amending the Constitution. 
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HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/10/2022 10:09:54 AM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Tatiana Maumausolo Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

I OPPOSE this UNCONSTITUTIONAL bill. 

Vaccine passports are UNCONSTITUTIONAL and this will soon be obsolete. 

Shame on all the legislators involved with the introduction of this bill. Prepare to be primaried 

come this November.  
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HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/10/2022 11:55:06 AM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Tiphaine Olivier Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

This violates the rights to privacy and goes against HIPPA.  
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HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/10/2022 1:18:23 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Marcelle Liana  Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

It is not the government's business to know my medical/religious beliefs . I strongly oppose  
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HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/10/2022 1:53:46 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

Emmeline Macanas Individual Oppose No 

 

 

Comments:  

I strongly OPPOSE HB1571.  The government has no business asking about my medical 

information, my religious beliefs, nor anyone else's .  It is private information and iit is none of 

their business about anyone's vaccination status.  This bill causes segregation and discrimination 

of the people!.  This is not right. The last time I checked, we live in the United States of 

America, not in a COMMUNIST country!!  Please OPPOSE this BILL  if you even care about 

the people of Hawaii like you took an OATH to, remember?  May GOD help you in making the 

right decisions for the people of HAWAII.  Aloha. 
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HB-1571-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/10/2022 1:55:44 PM 

Testimony for JHA on 2/10/2022 2:00:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position 
Remote Testimony 

Requested 

mary arizumi Individual Comments No 

 

 

Comments:  

If we want a legal  piece of legislation, HB 1571 will be null and void.  

It expands on rules and requirements on a voluntary vaccine Mandate. 

Mere Mandates are not legislation. They are NOT A LAW. HB 1571 makes stipulations on a 

Mandate that is not law in the first place. It seems HB1571 is attempting to treat a mandate as if 

it were law.   

 This is illegal and jeopardizes the accuracy and integrity of our lawmakers and the correct 

legislative process.  Anything based on error or deception, will be brought to light and eventually 

crumble. Anything based on truth and doing things right will stand because it sits on a firm 

foundation. 
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